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This Finnish pc .. stal staticnery cover in Mr. w. H. H. Buddy's collection 
. . 

j_s of the fil'Et type, issued in 184,5. The stamp is printed in black in the . 

lcwer left-hand cn:..ner and beers the words. t!PORrO STB!P.EL" over the Finnish arms 

with post-horns at each side. In a band with fc,lded and ft:,rlced. ends at the 

f'o-:>t the value r10 KOPEC." is shown. The paper is laid and it is cut so that 

the la id lines are almnst ver'tica l. 

1he 1rinted etamp is not cancel.led but there is a typical framed 

rectangular dated p, >s tmar.k of the peri.cd r:n the f'rnnt 

27 NOV. 1847"·, and the cc.,ver is add't'essed to Wibi:rg. 
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ODRETARY'S REPORr 

The noticeable feature of' recent months has been the accelerated 
growth in membership, ma.inly in the U. S.A. This was achieved panly through 
the good reviews our Journal and the Refugee '-s Post book received there but 
mostly through the belp of' . two members who provided contacts. 

. . 

A 2~ increase is · gratifying especially as some newcomers are 
specialists in their particular fields from whom vi.e can . expect contributions 
to the Journal. Recent numbers have a,lready evidenced this • 

. . ,~ . 

There is generally ~ counterbalance; nowadays it _ is rising costs of' 
production. Paper~ ·,ph9t6graphs; . printing all are taking heavi~ .:toll. The 
larger size of 1ecent numbers has been made possible by the financial support 
fror.. contributors and by the good efforts at cne member respecting photographic 
reproduction. 

We cannot always expect to :a:eceive such assistance, assurance however 
can be given that avenues are being explored of' relating costs to income, at the 
same time maintaining a sizeable Journal. We expect to achieve this without 
raising subscriptions. 

We gather that the contents of' the Journal meet with general approval. 
}.{ore reaction in the form of suggestions and constructive criticism would be 
welcome so that your Editors can better gauge the interests and wishes of' 
readers. 

Attendances at meetings have -been up to average, at the A.G.}i{. the 
record was broken. Displays have been varied and attractive. The Exchange 
Packet service proceeds in its usual silent and satisfactory way due to the 
ceaseless ef'fcrts of your. Honorary SUperintendent. Appreciation can be shown 
and help given by the contribution of more material. 

Nowadays quite a number of members are displaying Russia to Societies 
whose activities are devoted to all t,onntries. Mr. c. w. Roberts recently gave 
a talk and display on "Ukraine" before The .Royal Philatelic Society in London, 
the first time such stamps . had been shewn at the Royal. Although a difficult 
subject in which to create and hold interest, Mr. Roberts succeeded completely 
and received a nnanimous vote of thanks. 

We are also pleased to record that our member in Jerusalem, 
Mr. M. Jampclsky, won a bronze award when exhibiting "Russian Rarities and 
Oddities" at a Haifa stamp exhibition. 

Also that Mr. J. Mi~helson of Johannesburg carried off' the silver award 
against stiff. competition, with his exhibit of 1'Lat:rfa11 at the 11 $8.tise" 
exhibition. 

A library is in course of' formation with Mr. P. T. Ashford. in charge. 
Books at present owned by the Society are not numerous, any which members wish 
t,..1 dcr..ate will be gratefully received. 
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A most enjoyable evening was spent by: ~embers, wives and friends at 
the .Almual Dinner m October last. This f'unotion is now a hardy and 
pleasantly anticipated annual. 

J. BARRY. 

19, 



NCY.rES, 1AND QUERIES PACKET 

This Society was originally formed ·as the Russian Study Circle and 
although its name has since been changed tr·, its present title, it remains a 
Study Circleo In recent years our membership has vastly increased and perhaps 
I could therefore remind all members that . in its early days one of its most 
interesting features was the ciroulaticn ,._.f. a "Researo.h" or ''Notes & Queries" 
Packet. This contained members'· queries, requests for infermation and notes 
en various pointsa 

T'Oday a Packet 0Il the pre-war l.ines is impracticable - our member
ship is te:t large - and many short articles whi.ch would have been included. 
are now published in the Journalo To get ever the first difficulty the 
Packets are now sent out with photos or copies of drawings on 6 ciroui tso 
The member whc- raises any point is given a sUIIlllB.ry of all the opinions 
expressed and it is intended to deal with anything specially interesting by a 
note or article in the Jomna.l. 

There are occasions when a member desires an ,::,pm1on more quickly and 
this I am frequently able to provide by consul ting leading members· who have 
special knnwledgeo May I quote one example of what can. be done? A rnembe't" 
sent me what appeared to be a Turkish stamp with an .Armenian overprint at an 
angts . as illustrated. 

The translation of the overprint is as :f'ul.h'WS :-

20 Paras / Subscri.pt( ion) / yearly silver money/ 
· six monthly silver money / three m1mthly sibrer m,m.eyo 

and the explanation is that the stamp was put 0n a nempaper p:r:•i,,:r. t,~ printing, 
near the tc.p of the frunt page, where the, pr:i.ce (20 Faras) and the 7s,r.it•~~ 

subscription rates appear, and sc a part c:t' this printing f.e:il ,")n the stamr·o 
I tmderstand that thi.s pra.otioe was nd apno:rmal. 



I do not believe that none of you has ) aif:ficulties that the combined 
kncwledge of our members cannot help to solve. Kay I there:fore appeal to ell. 
members and especially to t _hose who have more recently joined us, to send me_ 
any queries they may have so that this valuable feature of the Society's work 
oan be got going again. I would also welcome any notes which the authors do 
not feel are _quite suitable :for the Joumal. 

Send your Notes & Queries to:-

C. W. ROBERTS 
Winchc,nbe, 

West By:f.leet, 
Surrey. 

WANTED. Russia "Dots" postmarks, T.P.O. cancellations, war censored covers, 
Zemstvos. Will pay ainnail postage both ways on approval items. J.0.Critchl~, 
Bor3404, G.l>.O., SydneyN.s.w:. Australia. 
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Dear Editors, 

The Woodlands, 

Be.slow Road, 

Bakewell, 

Derby. 

An article entitled, ~t is the real meaning of Catalogue Value", 

which is published. in a well knOWll stamp magazine, prompts me to write the 

following experience. 

Last autumn I gathered together a small collection of Imperial 

Russian stamps that I did not 'W8llt. Beginning at s.G.12. (1865 ·Perr.14½.15.) 

it continued, almost complete to the end of the Tercentenary issue of the 

Romanoff '•s, but excluded all varieties such as . inverted centres. There were 

nearly ,4.00 stamps with a total catalogue value of over £23- I sent them to a 

well known firm of Auctioreers, saying that they should be worth £4, but 

received a reply to say that the Auctioneers considered the value to be one 

guinea for the lot. Eventually they were sold by auction for£1 (less 

Commission). 

Perhaps the mo~l is that Members of the Society should sell through 

the Exchange Packet; but at the same time it is a warning that collectors 

of Imperials should not over-value their stamps. 

Yours faithfully, 

R. P.. KNIGHTON 

The Editors, 
B. s. R. P. Journal. 
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AUCTION NOTES 

Competition at sales in Great Britain has not lately seemed so keen, 

no doubt due to the ·general economic situation. 

Even classics have eased. Two years ago prices were about 15 to 20% 

more than those now being realised. A copy of s. G-. 80b, 35 kop. ,vith inverted 

centre, catalogued at £65 (~ 200), realised £15-10. 0. (~ 50). 

As usual realisations for zemstvos are arbitrary; until an up-to

da te catalogue appears that is to be expected. 

A oollecti.on of these stamps numbering 1,300, nont? outstanding, 

estimated at ·£40 (~ 120) made £60, while another l.ot of 1,459, including the 

Yelizavetagrad 10 kcp. blue error of colour, the Kadnikov blue and l{orsha.nsk 

in bla6k estimated at .£100 (~ 300) fetched only £50. 

At a Pa.rie sale some t_ime ago a ccver, normally post-marked, bearing 

a 4 kop. Nikolsk local, a 4 kop. ROOl8.Ilcv and a 10 kop. 1909-12 arms type, 

total catalogue va.lue of the stamps about two _shillings went to a buyer for 

£9 (~ 25). One instance of macy at this particular sale where fantastic 

prices reigned. 

In cqntrast a rare and most interesting co·...-er franked with three 

1864-65, 10 kop. values and the 10 and 40 L stamps of Greece, frcm Taganrog 

to Corfu made £5. 5. 0. (~ 15). 

J.B. 
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AMERICAN SAYOVAR 

B;y DR.. G. B. SALISBUgf 

starting a gossip column in this scientific journal is somewhat of' a 
sacrilege. The justification lies in the fact that a growing group of v.s. 
members needs an outlet for their views and news, and a chance to blow off' 
steam. After all, the American Revolution.was started primarily over the 
principle of' ~taxation without representation". · Gentlemenl We definitely do 
not want another revolution.L 

. A samcvar ccntinually emits steam. The Imperial one, from Tula, gives 
off a dignified huff' and puff', the Soviet product frequently hisses 
menacingly, while the Amerikanski samovar either snorts impertinently, or 
bubbles 0"\-er with chatter and merriment. The philosophical and often humorous 
British samovar needs no description from this side of the ocean. Let us go a 
bit further, and rectify a slight misconception in some quarters as tc the 
e:xact geographic location of' this American samovar. It comes from. the. Western 
Hemisphere and it is not limited to a region below Canada and above :M:exico. 
So lets bubble steam over half the globe while we are at itJ 

When philatelic• samovars merely heat up dogma.tic, or coldly precise 
waters, the resulting beverage pleases but very few, and the tea drinking 
becomes just another science. When political samovars are introduced among 
hobbyists, then it is time to take an inventory of' the hobby. This blowing off' 
of steam was caused by a philatelic witch hwt of' a olub in Quincy, Mass. It 
contacted various large collector groups in U. S-A•. and requested they do not 
make any further purchases of' Russia's postal paper. Our British cousins faced 
that same problem some time ago, and _ wisely refrained from injecting politics 
into a ho":1'y. 

Now that this bit of steam is out of the samovar, let's turn, to one of' 
our members in u.s.A. In every issue, a little biography of a different 
member should bring us closer. Mere names at the head of' articles, or on a 
membership list, are cold things. Let's throw some charcoal into the samovar, 
and gossipJ 

L. s. Snegiref'f, l{. D. , Dr. ;p. H. is one of our illustrious boys and so he 
heads the list. He started his first general collection in 1916, but lost it 
in 1920 while travelling in Europe. This was followed by another, a Southern 
European group. In 1926 while studying at McGill University, in Montreal, he 
·turned to a specialty of Russian postal history. Medical studies in 1930-34, 
and world War II service interrupted the pursuit of the hobby, but it was 
resumed shortly afterwards. 

Dr. Snegiref'f exhibit.ea in 1939 at the Russia Exhibition, New York 
City, in-1940 at the Society of' Philatelic Americans show in Philadelphia, and 
at the Stampex in Newark in 1941. He is not an exhibitor by nature, and only 
bits of' his treasures have been sho\'ln. His article in the American Phil. 
Congress book titled "Imperial Russian Postmarks Used in China, Mongolia, and 
Persia"- is a classic, and should be followed by many other such thorough 
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reports in philatelic research. He has been .a consistent contributor of 
articles in our own journal. 

He is now the Associate Professor of Cancer Cor.trol at Havard. Study 
of cancer and Russian postmarks keep the doctor quite busy. One · of these fine 
days , a trip must be made to Belinont, M'as_s. to visit our member, and to take 
him up on that old invitatior. for a private viewing of his remarkable 
collection. · 

Now, for a merry little tune on the old samovar! Whistle away1 A 
Rooianov issue postage stamp was brought before immigration officials in Fra.nce. 
The Imperial emigz-6 wanted t~·· visit the country, and the dialogue went as 
follovvs: · 

"Where were you born?" 
"In St.Petersburg.~ 
"Where. did you live during the first world War?" 
"In Petrograd. " 
"Where have you been living recently?" 
"In Leningrad. " 
"And where would you like to live?" 
"In. st. Petersburg1:1♦' 

It was quite a thrill to find Kr. Stibbe's rare cover in No.8. The 
stamp it featured appeared along with nine others, all mint, at the Harmer, 
Rocke & Co., New York auction, 4st April, of the famous 21 volume air mail 
collection of the world. All the Far Ba.stern Republic stamps were signed by 
Lissiuk, and received great prominence .. . Every stamp was· photographed and 
handscmely priced, the one shown on Mr. Stibbe's cover was estimated at·~ 1000 
One can readily imagine the price that our outstanding cover would have 
brought at that sale1 

Other stamps were 20k on 4-,5, 10,20,50 kopecks, 20 on 50k inverted 
surcharge, 20 on 35 on 2k green, 20 on 35 on 2k inverted surcharge., 20 on 1k 
orange imperf'orate. All were similarly highly priced. The flown cover, 
c;:;111;1: idering all known facts, is indeed a gem. In order that others may view 
the photos and data of the auction, the sheet featuring these stamps will be 
forwarded to the Hon. Secretary. Only by supplementing the details given in 
the journal by the facts given at the sale, can one fully appreciate this 
outstanding cover. 

Yany interesting auctions have been held recently in New York City,. 
feB;turing material within bur sphere. Penny Black Stamp Co.presented fine 
Palestine-Israel collections, and many stamps of Russia used in Palestine were 
on the block. There was a mint set ef 1909-10 with a "JAFFA "· overprint on 
5 pa on 1 k to 70 pi.a en 7 r. complete. There were also inverts: of 5 pa on 
1k orange, invert JAFFA ovpt. and the .10 pa on 2k green invert with the same 
ovpt. all mint. There was a 1903 double reply card, f onner surch. 32 pa on 
4.k Russo canco Jerusalem with attached reply card. A complete set of 1909-10 
previously described but with J.ERUSAID,{ ovpt. was also on sale. An interesting 
item was a 5 pa on 1k orange; J.ERUSAiarl o,,pt. blue, error: inverted "i" for 
"J", mint., also same but margin gutter block of four, Pos.#1 missing "J", a 
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very scarce offering. 

J & H. stolow, in New York, auetioned some handsome e~tires, as well 
as an •apparently unused Nc.1" (F.JDIDIIl!) Among many rare entire envelopes of 
very high oa talogue value (Js~r) was one of · a . soaroe JEt.gle with narrow tail, 
10k blaok, Die .1A. (Ascher Cat.14,A) with inverted wtmk. Other interesting 
items were 1a, 28, ,b,'8.;t.a,lt-b,_4,d,4e,4£. 5a, 5b,5e,6, all Ascher ratings . .AIIlor.g the 
Soviet oovers were a number of envelspes addressed to Stalin and Vishinsq. 

A very unusual item :was offered _by the 0l'oss Stamp Co. rceoently. It 
was a. 3 kop. 1913 issue in a corner block of four, shawing a doultle perf'oration. 
Twe 'i:roofs in imperforate blocks of four were likewise offered of the 1915 
issue of 15 and 20 kopeoks. These were in original colours, and mde the 
samevar perk up quite a bit and bubble excitedly •••••• 

Nea~, another 5th Avenue firm in N.Y., )(~roury ~tamp Oo. featured a 
J..aitge number of choice Armenia items; one of ·the groups was a collection of 
overpr:iiits of 191lt- Semi.-Postals Qf Russia, issued by Armenia in 1920. Estonia 
was represented by a very rare reg. cover with a rr:1919 issue, while 
Lfthuania was headed by the only known copy on oover. (says the oatalogue) of 
1919 50s on 5k imperf. tied to reg. cover. It was estimated at 1' 100.(lli.350mk.) 
A aheet of Polish stamps aroused much interest also, being a sheet of 100, 
seoond printing, with all overprint varieties of the 3pf .1918. The estimate 
was - 150. Russian Levant, · 1879, 7k en 10k blue suroh, vertically laid 
(Ki. 850mk) was also offered with a small t,lo~ed tear at -B, and it was 
estimated in value at i 250 ••••• small closed tee.r a,nd allJ It is amazing what 
a whale of .a lot of difference it makes whether one is trying to sell a 
damaged stamp, or is being offered one by a dealer, a differenoe in price and 
in adjeoti ves J-

These adjectives do get one's temper upJ A "superb" stamp is defined 
at the beginning of the catalogue as "'far above . average•, •very. fine" ·1s free 
from all defects, above average fer tlie particular stamp, while "fine" is 
average ocnditicn. "Geed"· would then mean below avemge, and "average" would 
most likely mee.n "horrible'"' 

The samovar_ has now been shooting off steam for a long time so, 
without adding any more fuel to the fire, let's shut the doggone thing off! 
Kore gossip in the next issue! 
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INSURKD KAIL 1N RUSSIA -

FOSI'AL HISI'ORY AND KAmaNGS 

By IBONID s. SNB}IRKB'F, :U: .. D. 

The transmission of money and ether valuables had long been among the 
important funotio~ of the Imperial post. The history of f!rRAHOVAYA 
KORR!Sl?ONDEl'frSIYA or insured ccrrespondenoe a.s the Russians called it, and 
the special markings which were used by poetal officials in expediting insured 
mail received little attention in philatelic literature. 

The first ~f:ficia.l ref~rence to the transmission of gold and silver 
coins in the early days of the Russian postal system may be found in 
Article __ 1402, dated April 21, 1691 (Polno1e Sobraniye zakonov, or Complete 
Collection of laws, Volume III, 1689-1699). · 

This law established the rates to _be charged for transmi.tting gold 
and silver, regulated the registration of the proceeds, i.e .. the fees 
collected, and prescril>Eld the manner for their disbursement. There is little 
doubt that this service was used extensively by merchants and later by 
bankers and their customers. 

In a. few deoa.des, with the advent of Dvoria.nskiye Banki, or the so
called Banks of the Noblemen, subsidized by the Imperial Treasury principally 
to provide short-term loans, the insured mail business grew by leaps and 
bounds .. 

Empress Catherine II, (known as qa.therine the Great), fully 
appreciated the importance of the metamorphosis of the· Postal Department. 
This gradually grew frcm a. provincial service linking a. few distant towns with 
the capital, to a. major lifeline. The post carried urgent messages and funds 
to and from the capital of a. dymunic ]Dnpire attempting to keep in constant 
touch _with its outposts •.>n the advancing frontiers.. The »npress in 1781 
appointed her private secretary, Kauer General Bezborodko as the Postmaster 
General of the Russian Empire. :Ma,jor General Bezborodk:o continued in the dual 
ea.pa.city of private secretary to the Empress and as Postmaster General; 
later he was given the title of Graf (.count) of the Holy Roman ~p~. 

That frequent delays in the postal coomunica.tion were the rule is 
attested by Article 15785 of July, 14, 1783. This, among other things, 
provides a penalty in the form of a fine -equivalent to the sum lost in 
interest charged by the Banks. The penalty was to be paid by the person or 
persons responsible for the postal delay. It was not to be charged to 
whosoever returned the loan delayed in transit to the bank. 

Catherine II assigned the study of the proclem of insuring valuable 
mail to a small but impo1·tant committee ccm.pof..ed of: The Procurator-General 
Prince Viazemsky, Secret-Councillors Graf Shuvaloff and Graf yorontzoff; 
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and the Postmaster General (lfajo~~ General) Bezborodkoo 

This committee's report was inscribed into law and became kn-own as the 
edict "Establishing payment to the Postal Department in the ameunt of one half 
of one per oentum of the sum of cash ftmds transmitted as gold and silver 
coin and go,:emment paper currency." The committee report was signed into law 
as Article 15684- on lfarch 7, 1783. This established an insurance fund which 
was to do away with any hardship that might be suffered by private citizens 
and by the Crown through loss or robbery of valuable mails., This basic law 
authorized the postal department to insure mail and to establish the 
necessary rules and regulations. 

The oamnittee presented some very interesting data which Wl.8.ble us 
to understand the many consideraticms related to . the quantitative side of the 
problem... 1he am1ual volume of fund.$ transmitted between the various cities 
in the Bnpire was estimated to be six million roubles4 . At one half of one per 
cent this would yield thirty thousand roubles a yea:r~ This inqome represented 
a sum that was almoat equal to the tetal financial loE.s · suffered by the 
Treasury 1;hrough claims against the postal department during the fourteen 
years ( 1769-1783). The latter period represents the full experience from the 
first issuance of paper ourrenqy by the Treasury 1:;o the banks in Russia to the 
date of the . committee report.. It is quite evident that the committee 
visualized a need for the immediate establi_sbment of a good financial reserve 
against the eventualtties from increasing losses due to 11·aooidents and 
robbery"~ The responsibility for the formulation of specific po~tal 
regulations ·and foz their enforcement was a,ssigned to the postal department. 
During the 168 years of the existance of postal insurance in the Russian 
»npire rates were periodically revised .. 

In 184-3 postal regulations provided for the grading of insure.nee 
fees according te five categories in a scale which began with a one per cent 
fee charged for so-oalled small sUID3 not exoeed-i.ng three hundred roubles. 
The fees levelled down tea minimum rate of one quarter of one per cent 
charged for sums which exceeded three thousand roubles. There was no limit 
an the amount of money enclosed in insured mail • . This practice was quite 
different from that in other.European countries .. 

During the Crimean war ( 1853-1855) Russian Ar,my Field Post Offices 
were required to accept valuable mail from civil po~t offices for fo1"l8.rding 
between points under enemy attack& 

Further revisions in rates were made in 1872 and 1879• · ~ the latter 
year all valuable enolostJrfs became subject to uniform rates without 
distinction ~s to the kind ·of content: gold,. silver, paper currency or other 
valuables.. The number of categories in the scale were reduced to three and 
ranged to the top fee of one r.alf of one per cent charged for small sum 
shipments. Despite the traditional conservative policy of the Russian 
Postal Department, a sizeable financial reserve continued to grow and was 
computed to be four million roubles during the four yes.rs from 1893-1896 
inclusive, as against the loss in claims amounting to 264-,000 roubles in the 
same period. · 
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In 1909 the new insure.nee rates were posted: 

A f'·ee of' 10 kopeks on enclosures of 10 roubles or less; 25 kopeks on 
all enclosures of over 10 but not exceeding 100 roubles; and a rate of' 
25 kopeks for the first 100 and an additional 15 kopeks for each subs·equent 
100 roubles or any part thereof. 

The insurance :mtes were always charged in addition to the 
prevailing postage re.tea,; the latter were based on weight and distance in 
accordance with the prevailing p:mctice. 

Postal regulations of 1909 provided for no . top limit on the 
enclosure ·in "open" letters but merely limited their weight to 20 lbs. on 
out-of-town insured mail and to 1 lb. on local insured city letters; the 
same -.etght limits were imp~s~ on "closed" letters, and in addition a top 
limit on enclosures was set at 45,000 roubles. 

By way of explanation, the tenn "open" letter applied to mail 
presented at the post off ice with unsealed flaps, the contents were fully 
verified by authorized postal o:ffi.cials according to an accompanying list of 
contents and particulars; if these appeared as represented, the letter was 
officially sealed in the presence of the sender and upon payment of the fees, 
was sent through the postal channels. The sender was given a foz,nal receipt 
and the Imperial Post vouched for the expedi tiou~ delivery of the letter and 
contents to the addressee. The Postal Department was liable for the complete 
restitution of value to the sender in case of losa. The advantages of this 
fonn of insured mail included: verification of contents and hence official 
witnessing of their ao~ptance . by the Imperial Past as carrier; the absence 
of a top limit on the enclosure; the confidence in expeditious restitution 
in case of loss particularly where value had to be t:mnsported through 
dangerous territory or in troubled times. 

In oont:mst to the above, the "closed" letter more properly 
represented the ·typical regis.tered letter of today, sealed by the sender 
prior to delivery to the postal authorities, and upon meeting the requirements, 
laid down far suoh letters in the postal regulations, the sender received a 
receipt. 

The ma.in reason for calling this a "closed" insured letter instead o-f' 
a registered letter v.as a matter of a legal distinction: registered letters 
in Russia were not allowed to contain currency or coin which had circulation 
in the Enpire. Additional points: the maximum liability o-f' the Postal 
Department for the loss of a. registered letter was limited to ten roubles-; 
registered letters did not have to be sealed with special devices applied to 
sealing wax seals;- whereas insured letters were required to confonn to 
special requirements in this regard. (Figure VI). · 

There is little doubt that postal regulaticns which dealt with the 
handling of insured mail were in a state of continual change and reflect 
necessary adjustments to changing customs. In the early postal instructions 
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which mention the use of sealing ... wax I found that in 1007 the provincial 
(GubeI.Uskite) postmasters were authorized to have the sender supply the sealing
wax required for the o.f'ticial sealing of the· mail which was to be insured.. 
At a later date, _the regulations · specified that sealing-wax ·or "good quality" 
had to be supplied by the sender; still later, the postmaster was authorized 
to charge the sender in cash for the sealing-wax provided by the post office 
tor the proper hand.ling of insured mail aooord.ing to the existing regulations. 
This sequence of events tells a story. For purposes of illustration, our 
contact with this phase of Russian postal histor:,y begins with a cover of the 
Crimean War Period (Figure I). The outstanding f es. tures may be sumnari.zed as 
follows: the cover is a prephilatelic folder, with one of' the earlier 
varieties of official seals for insured mail. Notice particularly the shield 
in the coat of ams with Nicholas First, instead of' St. George and the dragon. 
The letters ,"DEN:VU)J:" for maney enclosure instead bf the subsequent 
standard fonn of nsr:a.KOR." for insured correspondence. A single official 
seal instead of' multiple seals which subsequently became the rule. The cover 
is postmarked ICERI'CH-ENIICOL; in Crimea, Novanber_ 30, 1854 just three months 
after the Allied landings .in Crimea and the same length 'of time before the 
death of Nicholas I (March 2 . 1855). There is:attransit mark of the Port of 
Odessa. At the t;me, Crimea was invaded by the Allies and this cover was 
included in the mail entrusted to the Russian Field Post, although no special 
militar:,y markings appear • . . One carmot help but notice the unusual lettering 
of the Odessa transit mark; · it appears in: Gothic type; the first two _letters 
are capitalized but the "D'i is not of either the Slcwonic or Russian fonnJ 
This would suggest that. either the postmaster of Odessa or the maker of the 
postmark was not a Russian. 

All too often the collector tends to .forget that 19th Centucy Russia 
was essentially rural. It is therefore opportune to illustrate ·the handling 
of insured valuable mail by the Zemstvo or Local Rural post (P'igure II). 
Notice the octagonal official seal of' the local village office of' Ba.ykalovsk 
in the County of Irbi t, Province of' Pex,n. The cover was sent in 1885 and is 
particularly interesting because there are only three private or personal 
small seals used in addition to the official seal. This would imply the 
probability that the sender did not have sufficient sealing wax to apply the 
fourth private seal. This was not unccmmon in rural practice, for it must be 
remembered that the postal regulations required the sender to supply the 
sealing wax for the official seals as well. In actual experience covers with 
special markings of insured mail carried by the rural zemstvo Post prior to 
1890 are rather s·caroe. 

The next cover has the typical markings o"f the Imperial Post reserved 
for insured mail. It is dated 1894 (Figure III). There is the large 
centrally placed seal with four smaller seals, one in each comer. An odd 
feature of the large official seal is the appearance of crossed post horns 
without the thunderbolts. Nine years had elapsed from the time of' the merger 
of post and telegraph services in the Russian ])npire of 1885. This would 
suggest that either the new seal was misplaced Or had not yet arrived. At 
this point it is well to pause and study the steady growth in the volume of 
insured letters handled by the Post Office Department (Table I). 
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The next is an example of an insured oover sent through tb,e Imperial 
Army Post Office at Base Headquarters "b" during the Russo Japanese war 
(Fi~ IV)- In ·dis'tmotion :r.rom. 'the usual markings on civilian insured mail, 
those of the A~ Post Office are a'll of the same large size. 

The final item is a typical specimen of insured civilian mail 
(F_igur~ V), contemporary of the military cover of the Russo Japanese War, 
described above~ 

Fina·lly, I should like to point out the individual variation in. the 
position or· the coat of anns on the individual seals used· for the insured mail 
by the Imperial Civilian and Military Post Office units. Similarly, there may 
be observed considerable variation in the position of "S?R.KOR". In relation 
to the coat or arms; the variation in .other detail such as degrees of 
abbreviation of such words as Post. Telegraph Offices, e.g·.: P.T.K. or 

· POCH. TEL.KON!'. in dealing with the numbered branch offices within the 
various cities, there are conmonly observed variations in the repetition of 
symmetrically placed figures, e. g. 4 - 4 or N - 4 or NO. 4, etc. The 
statements tmder each of the figures are self-explanatory. 

1888 

1889 

1890 

1891 

1892 

1893 

1894 

1895 

1896 

9-Year 
TOTAL 

AVERAGE 
Per Year 

TAB:GE I. vormm OF mSURED MAIL 
HANDiiED BY THE POsr.AL 
SERVICES m RUSSIA 

(1888 - 1896) 

TCYI'AL NUMBER OF lliSURED TOTAL VALUE OF msumm CONTENTS 
PRIVATE LErTERS TRANm.IITrED m ROUBIBS 

10,088,865 711,059,601 

10,483,863 652,037,862 

10,633,387 641,595,647 

11,275,170 652,935,411 

11,982,097 637,637,476 

12,626,808 626,485,732 

12,956,936 652,689,094 

13,383,·293 624,·073,520 

13,786,951 593,631,928 -
107,217,370 5,792,146,271 

11, 912,.374 643,571,808 
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FIGURE I •. 
1854sCriaeaa war Period 
F.xaaple ot i■aared aail cner with 
a single •~al Oftr nap. Outer circle of 
Seal read■ a•~DtTCll•EII~OL:POSTaOFFICE". 
Inner circle ■how■ ablareriatioa for: 

•xotlBf IlfC~URE"l.e.•»a, TLO.Ja• 
• •-1 •studs tor •tc,olu tlae Firat. 
croe■ed poet horu without tb11Dderbolts ·' 
are syabolic ot the Poet Office Depart
aent prior to it• Mrger with Telegraph 

FIGURE II. 
1885:Ze■stvo or 
Local Rural Service 
of IRBIT. 
•SEAL OF 
BAYICALOVSK. 
COUNTY 
OFFICE•. 

Service. 
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FIGURE III. 1894.: st. Petersburg ~neral Post Office No. 1 
INSJRED CORRESPONDffiCE 
EX.PEDoRECEIVING FOREIGN CORRESP0NnENCE 

FIGURE IV. 1 905: RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR COVER 

FI~ V. 

BASE HEADQUARTERS-FIEID 1?0ST OFFICE "b"
" INSURED CORRESFONDENCE". 

1905: RIBINSK, Prnvince of Yaroslav, 
1?0ST-TELEGRA.PH OFFICE No. 4-
"INSURED CO.RRESFONDENCE" 
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FIGURE ·vt. 

Fro■:Ivan Ivanovich Sidoroff, 
St • Peters burg, 
Nevsky 117,Apt.5 

LARGE 
OFFICIAL 
SF.AL 

Fro■: !Yanoff and Coapany, _ 

Neyify~! 100,st.PB 

The Required p1aceaent of Official Seals 

On the Insured Mail accordiDI to Type of Envelope, 
as given ·1n the Postal Regulations of 1909. 
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A SUBerITUTED CLICHE 

By A. CRON1N 

The illustration showf. the bottom lef't-hand pane of an apparently 
n,ormal sheet of the 1 OOR.. stamp f'or 1923 (from the No.4 eleotro). An 
instjnctive glance at the position where the 70R error occurred (No.12 .on the 
pane) showed the stamp to be strikingly different from its neighbours. It is 
about 1mm out of alignment with the others in the same vertical row. :Moreover 
a broken line hugs the frame at right and there is a coloured dot at the top 
of the second O of 100 at lef't. Position No. 9 on the pane has a dent in the 
left frame opposite the soldi.er's cap and No.11 a break in the frame above the 
star at left. All these are constant. 

On oompari.son wi.th panes containing the 70R, Nofs. 9 &: 11 tallied exactly 
but in addition the. latter showed two deep niclus to the top left comer 9n No.4, 
extensive damage to top left comer on No. 8 and a white flaw before the 
soldier's mouth ·on No. 17. However these are prubably electro and not plate 
fl.E.ws. As the panes were trimmed the el.ectrc numbers could not be ascertained. 

Being ignorant of the producti.on details for thi.s issue, it is 
assumed the fol lowing happenedc-

1. In printing this stamp by. the typographic process, 100 moulds would 
have been struck off either the master or secondary die and 
assembled into 4 units · of 25 to fonn the · master plate. It was 
during this stage that a -/OR. mould apparently slipped in. 

2. Probably 8 eleotrolf, each; containing one 70R. error were taken 
o£f' the master plate and together formed the printing plate. 

3. Rather than discard the printing plate after the variety was 
noticed, the error was cut out o£ each electro separately and new 
100R. cliches inserted (quite feasible as a somewhat similar case 
occurred in the 1d red George V stamps of Australia).. When these 
electros wore out, new ones taken off the rectified master plate 
would have been used. · 

If the above is correct, and bearing in mind that 61.4 millions of the 
perforeted stamp were issued, then there could be 8 types of the panes containing 
the error ( differing slightly from one another in the individual electro flaws), 
8 types of the substituted clicM, and 8 types of' the i:anes from the electros 
taken off the corrected master platel 

However this i.s all assumption, and the truth will only be known if 
fellow-members study carefully the material in their possession. Information 
would be especially needed an the electro numbers and flaws on panes 
oantaining the error, and on characteristics of the substituted clich6s frOl!i 
electros other · than No.4. (The characteristics are npt present on a sheet 
with plate No. 4 - Ed.) 

- Examination of the imperf. stamp should also yield results as it 
appeared 3 months befQ:re the perforated isf;ue (December 1922 as against March 
1923), 24-5 millions being printed. In any case the sequence of printings will 
have been established. 
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.THB FORGID ·gr.AMPS OF BA.TUM 

B.y P. T. ASHFORD 

It will ~e agreed that . the reason why the stamps of Ba.tum prove so 
unpppular to collectors., is the fear of forgeries .. Of course, this :fear is 
entirely justified, for the surcharges on Russian Arms Types are particularly 
easy :for the forger to prQduce, and during the early twenties at least, 
pal".ticularly lucrative. 

Forgeries of ·the non-surcharged EJeries of 'Tree Type' .stamps have 
already been well described, . in . great detail, by other writers. Because o:f the 
original design, forgeries can be comparatively easily identified, and 
collectors need have no qualms about the purchase of these stamps. They are 
mentioned briefly, later in this article, l;>ecause it is difficult to leave 
them out, althougb they have been_ much more fully dealt with elsewhere .. 

The surcharges on Arms Types unfortunately, are not so easily discemed, 
and this a:rrticle endeavours to start, even though it is tentative and 
certainly incomplete, some discussion by collectors who already possess these 
stamps, with the object of sorting the wheat from the chaff'. It is certain 
that many forgeries exist, and it is also possible that sane are so like the 
original as to be practically indistinguishable. Consequently, any help that 
readers may be able tC'I give will do much to advance our knowledge 9f' these 
stamps. 

(A) Forged Postmarks 
Oolleotors will recall that the postmark usually 111et with ai both 

Tree Types and Arms . Types is the old Imperial Russian douple ctrole · •u•· post .. 
mark as · .illustrated-. (Fig.1) 

By the t.ime this postmark had been put into use, (for the second time 
:for it will be -found us~d long before World War I) apparently several weeks . 
after the issue of the first Tree Type set, two small defects · had appeaad in 
the obliterator which are reflected on all the impressions _seen after that 
date. As indicated in the illustmtion two breaks appear on the inner ring 
to the left of' the date. In 'this way we can often be s~ of' a genuine 
postmark. It may be useful to remark, in passing~ that the outer circle of' 
the genuine postmark is thicker than the inner · one; a point · which some . 
forgers evidently have not noticed. 

What of the forged postmarks? So f'ar identified are four examples of 
this general type (and there may easily be more), details of which are given 
herewith:- · 

Foz:ger;y No. 1. Found by the writer on ( of all thingsJ) early 
forgeries of Lithuanian stamps·. Although this is amusing, the postmark must 
have been manu:f'acturem: f'or use on forged stamps of :Be.tum, and ccnsequently 
to be f'olll'ld on some forgeries yet to be found. It can be identified ~ 
differences in the shape of certain of' the letters and figures, and by the 
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fact that there are no breaks in the innez: ring of the postmark, as there is in 
·the genuine. (Fig.2) 

For~ery No. 2. Found so far on forgeries of the 50R. surcharge 
(s.G.Type 6 o It seems very similar to the original, except that both inner and 
outer circles of the postmark appear to be of equal width. Only "comers" of 
this postmark have been seen. 

· Forgery No. 3. A bogus, rather than a forged, postmark. Usually 
found on forgeries of the Tree Type (Forgery B) and, .as will be seen from the 
accompanying illustration, is quite dif'f'e:rent from the 'u' postmark previously 
described. Has any collector seen it de. ted other than 22/3/20? (Fig. 3) · · 

Forgery No. 4. Found on Forgery A of the Tree Types. Usually a very 
faint impression, and as yet has not been thoroughly examined. The outer rfug 
is thicker than the inner, and the latter does_ not register the familiar 
'breaks'. Appears to be applied in very light" grey ink. 

(B) Forged Postage Stamps 
The Tree Tzyes 
There are many differences in the actual design of these stamps ( on · 

the kopek values, 7 'pearls' instead of 6, over the right hand value tablet, 
etc.) but one of the easiest ways to distinguish forgeries is to compare · 
paper and gum. In the genuine stamps the paper used is greyish white, rather 
coarsely wove, and of medium thickness. The gum is yellow and crackled. 

Forgery A. The most common of the three and is found on all stamps of 
the three Tree Type sets. The paper is pure white in colour and quite thin; 
and the gum is colourless and smooth. Forgeries of the overprinted sets can 
be further distinguished by the sweep to the stem of the 'R' in 'BRITISH'. 
(Fig.4,) . 

Forgeq B. A rougher production altogether. This forgery is on 
yellowish paper with yellow, smooth gum. As shown in the illustration, 
forgeries of this type bearing the overprint~ may also be picked out by the 
shape of the letter 'R' of 'BRITISH'. (Fig.5J 

Forgery c. An extremely crude forgery, hardly likely to deceive a 
schoolboy. Perhaps because of this, is rarely offered.' Has been noted only 
on unoverprinted stamps. 

(C) Forged SUrcharges on Anna Tzyes. 

(1) The First Surcharge, 10R. (s.G.Type 2). 
Many of the stamps so far seen of this type, appear to be genuine. 

The letter 'T' of 'BATYM' has no right hand serif on the genuine stamp. (Fig.6) 
This surcharge appears to hl\ve been applied by a rubber stamp, and the 
impression is in grey black ink of rather a smoky appearance. The only forgery 
noticed so far (and purchased as genuine.') has two serifs on the . 'T' and the 
'0' of '0b' is narrow-er than on the original. This is a dangerous forgery, for 
other points all seem to agree with the original, even to the ink. Perhaps 
collectors can record other forgeries? 
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It is interesting to note that on the 3Sk surcharge (not catalogued by 
s.G.) which is to be found on.Postal Stationery and which is of a similar 
design, the serif of the 'T' already described is missing too. 

(2) The Second Surcharge. 10R. (s.G.Type 3) 
A well lmown forgery of this type shows a full stop after the left 

hand 'P' for 'ROUBLE', whereas the genuine has none. A point which is also 
noted is that on the genuine surcharge, the angle of the word 'B.ATI'.M' is some 
70 deg. from the horizontal, and the word. 'OBLAS' only 45 deg. This 
considerable difference is not immediately noticed when looking at the 
surcharge, but which may be helpful in distinguishing further forgeries, 
which almost certainly exist. 

( 3) The Third. Surcharge. 15R. ( S. G. Type 4) 
A forgery of this surcharge has yet to be noted, but it is virtually 

certain it exists and so the co-operation of readers is again asked. A useful 
point is that there appears to be a break in the left leg of the 'A' of 'Batym', 
as indicated in the illustration on the genuine surcharge. (Fig.7) 

The red surcharge of this type seems to be rather dark in colour as 
though to indicate that the black surcharges had been made immediately preceding 
with the same rubber stamp. As with the previous and first surcharges the 
'black' surcharge appears in . a smoky grey colour, which is markedly different to 
the intense black ink used for the postmark. 

(4) The Fourth Surcharge. 50R. (s.G •. Type 6) 
According to Authorities the SOR. handstamp appeared on 30th January 

1920, whereas the 2SR- surcharge, listed by s. G. as the same set, did not 
appear until nearly one month later. So far as can be ascertained the genuine 
surcharges of the SOR. value of this type seem to be in very similar ink to 
previous surcharges although perhaps even less intense in colour, whereas the 
2SR. surcharge, as will be seen, appears in completely different ink. This 
point seems to confi:rni the later date o:f issue. It is p:re>bable that these 
later surcharges were struck by a metal handstamp, as opposed to the rubber 
ones previously used. Unfortunately, it is difficult for the ordinary collector 
to examine many specimens, due to scarcity of material. It is believed that 
this issue and those immediately following were produced with an eye to 
speculation. 

There must be many forgeries o:f this 50R. surcharge, and one that has 
been noted, has the following characteristics: -

(a) Ink of a brownish tinge, very dry. 
(b) There is no dot above the. 'I' of 'OCCUPATION', as is found on the 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

genuine. 
The right hand 'P' of the value, has a larger 'lobe' to it on the 
genuine stamp; on this :forgery, both letters 'P' are similar. 
The length of the letters 'BATYM Ob' are too long. 
The spaces between the letters 'BAT' appear unsatisfactory. 

Another forgery seen is only about three quarters the size of the nozmal 
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surcharge, and so cannot be seriously considered-
' 

A useful pointer is that a straight line may be drawn through the 'Y' 
of 1BATYM', which touches '. the right of the large figure '5' and cuts the 1P 1 of 
'OCCUPATION' precisely on the vertical, on the genuine surcharge. (Fig. 8) 

It would be interesting to lee.rn the viewpoints of other collectors on 
this type - particularly in respect of the surcharge on the 4k. Romanoff. 
These latter always appear to be in glossy blue ink of infinitely better quality, 
similar to that found on the 25R. next considered. Perhaps this value was 
issued later? 

(5) The Fifth Surcharge. 25R- (Similar to S-G-Type 6) 
The 25R- surcharge appears in both blue and black ink. The black ink 

used seems to be identical to that used for the cancellation of stamps, being 
of an intense black colour and having a matt effect. Since, however, the 
surcharges were baridstamped, impressions vary in intensity. The blue ink 
provides a greater puzzle, for different specimens of apparently similar and 
genuine stamps, show b0th glossy and matt blue inld It would be interesting tl", 
learn how other collectors have fared with this value. 

A forgery noted, has the diagonal nf the letter 'N' of 'OCCUPATION' 
facing the wrong way, which seems to place its crigin in Russia. This forgery 
has been seen to be applied on top of lightly cancelled Imperial stamps. 

A useful measurement is from the extreme s. w. of the letter 'B' of 
'BRITISH' to the extreme N.E. of 'OBL' which is exactly 17 mm. (Fig. 9) 

(6) The Sixth Surcharge. 50R. (Similar to S-G-T:ype 3) 
Owing to the rarity of these stamps, very few have been examined. On 

copies seen, the dot after the left 1P1 of the value, has been inserted. 
However, it would be interesting to know whether this is a forge.cy. In addition, 
it is noticed that the '5 1 is smaller than the '0' in the value. 

(D) Surcharges on Tree Types. (s.G.T:ypes 7 and 8) 
:Many of these surcharges appear to be genuine. The blue ink used on 

the 25R- appears to be glossy in character, whereas the black is intense in 
colour and has the matt effect. The 50R. surcharge has a number of nicks in 
the value, which are said to have been purposely made to identify the genuine 
stamps. 

One forgery of the 50R. surcharge has been seen; it is executed in 
blue-grey ink and is found on Forgery C of the Tree Type series. As v,ith its 
unsurcharged brother, it is easily discerned. 

(E) Faked covers 
A number of faked covers have recently been uffe.red in Lond•)n showing 

values of the Tree Types. Collectors will remember that there' was much 
postmarking to order of these stamps - must postmarked stamps seen are sr_i 
cancelled - and usually the postmark was placed in the centre of blocks of four. 
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Unscrupulous persons have cut up sheets into blocks, being careful to see that 
the postmark did not overlap the edge of blocks, and constructed covers 
addressed to Tullis, Baku, and elsewhere. The answer is to reject covers 
which are not tied by a postmark. 

These notes are submitted only to start discussion on these surcharges, 
and as has already been stated, are certainly not claimed to be in any way 
final. 
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FURrHER NOTES ON THE Rosrov ISSUE OF 1 918 

By S. D. TCHILINGHIRIAN 

In addition to the different types of figures used in the setting of 
the surcharge, which were described in Journal No. 8, this issue provides an 
interesting field of study from many other angles, and the purpose of this 
contribution is to point out a number of lines where further research may yield 
considerable reward. 

(A) PRINTINGS OF THE BASIC AIMS TYPE sr.AMPS USED FOR THIS ISSUE 
Copies examined disclose that, in the case of several of the basic 

stamps used, the stocks held by the Rostov Post Office did not consist of a 
single printing, but included remnants of printings dating several years back 
(or perhaps such remnants were returned from smaller district offices for 
surcharging). 

As a result, · several of the basic stamps can be found with the very 
thin clear-cut chalk lines used for the earlier printings, as well as with the 
medium to thick and at times very thick lines, of a much poorer quality and of 
uneven appearance, which characterize the prmtings of the war period and 
particularly of 1917. Likewise, Ul the earlier printings, the impression is 
sharp and clear, while in the later productions, it shows considerable 
deterioration, and also less unifonnity in the colour, thus providing many 
distinct shades. Several qualities of paper also appear to have been used. 

Furthennore, as is known, the 1917 printmgs of the Arms types were 
made under conditions which did not allow the same severe check on faulty 
prints as was the rule durmg the Imperial period, and many sheets which would 
have been discarded in earlier years as printers' waste, were overlooked and 
allowed to be issued. such defective sheets evidently existed also in the 
stock available at Rostov, and while a few errors and varieties of this category 
have already been spotted, there may be several others which have still to be 
found and recorded. 

(B) S?AGES OF THE "25" SETTING 
Panes of all values seen by the writer show the same setting, and the 

bulk of them has no varieties worthy of mention, other than the different: 
founts of figures used in the setting, and the variations in thickness resultmg 
from uneven pressure of the printing plate on the individual stamps in the pane. 
In fact, all panes seen of the 3k. and 4k. were decidedly alike, despite the 
fact that two different qualities of ink appear to have been used for the 
surcharge on the 3k., one of which is of an inferior grade and has a tendency 
to run, giving smudgy and indistinct prints. 

During the surcharging of the 2k value, however, the setting appears 
to have suffered a number of hardships. Some of the panes seen have the same 
appearance as those of the 3k and 4k, indicating that, when the printing began, 
the setting v.e.s still in what may be assumed to be its first stage. 
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Then, some foreign matter appears to have been caught between the "2" 
and the "5" in position No.16, with the result that a ?lack blotch of 
substantial size joins the two figures on the stamp in: that position. Several 
copies of this variety have been seen, indicating that this defect was not 
corrected immediately. Copies seen of this variety showed also a v1hite oval 
dot wt.thin the base of the "2" which may have appeared at the same time as the 
blotch, and have been caused by it. This, however, cannot be asserted with 
certainty, as this oval dot can be found also on panes without the blotch, so 
that it may have preceded this latter or survived it. 

Presumably at a later date still, .what may be a third stage of the 
setting shows the following characteristics: the stamp in position No.16 has 
neither blotch nor white oval dot, but the following subjects appear to have 
developed defects: 

a. Position No.1 : the left end of the base of the 11 2" appears broken, 
and ends in a blunt diagonal running fro.n NW to SE, without the 
usual sharp tip; 

b. Position No.11 : ~he base of the "2" is separated from the body of 
the figure by an inkless interval about ½ IIID.. wide. 

This supposed third stage has been seen on several panes of the 2k 
value, and also on a pane of the 1k value. 

( C) OFFSE:r DlPRESSICN S OF THE SURJHARGE IN REVERSE ON BACKS OF STAMPS 
These are a fairly frequent occun-ence in this issue and -while all 

values have not yet been seen thus by the writer, it is probable that they all 
exist. 

(D) MISPLACED SUBOHARG.ES 
The surcharge is normally applied at the bottom of the stamp, in an 

attempt.to obliterate the original value. 

Copies can be found however, on which the surcharge has shifted to 
varying degrees. In the case of a moderate shift upwards, the surcharge will 
be found over the posthorns, which would hardly turn the stamp concerned into 
an item of special interest. But a moderate shift downwards results in a 
surcharge astride two stamps thus creating a variety with greater appeal. 

The most interesting varieties of this kind however, are provided by 
a very marked sb.ift in either a.irection, as a result of which the surcharge 
appears at the top of' the stamp instead of being at the bottom. Such varieties 
are known in the case cf one or two values, and it is possible that they exist 
also on the ethers. 

(E) INVERTED AND DOUBU: SURCHARGES 
Inverted surcharges on several values are known and listed in the 

catalogues, but some of these may also exist with off'set impression of the 
surcharge r;n the back, and at least one o-f them is known with misplaced 
surcharge. 
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It i.s worth stressing her-e that, in contrast to normal surcharges, the 
correct pos-=:.,ion of inverted ones is at the top of the stamp · (not at the bottom), 
since the sheets were inserted upside dO'An into the printing press. Misplaced 
inverted surcharges are therefore thoijc eppearing at the bottom of the stamp. 

A double surcharge on the 3k. perf. is listed by Gibbons, but left 
unpriced.. 

(F) PRELJl{rnARY CHIDK-LISI' 
The following list is based exclusively on material seen by the writer 

or known to him, and is bound to 'be very incomplete, but it is given as an 
indication and in the hope that communications 1:y other members will make it 
possible to b1ing it nearer completion at a later date. 

(1) 2 on 1k Pert'. 

(2) 

( 1 a c,r.. 191 J/15 p~int ing with thin clear-cut chalk lines, sharp 
impression, normal yellow-orange shade; 

(1b) ditto, with Surcharge Inverted in normal position, i.e. at 
top. 

2 en 
(2a 

(2b) 

(20) 

(2d) 

(2e) 

(2f) 

(2g) 

(2h) 

2k Perf. 
on 1913/15 printing with thin clear-cut chalk lines, very 
sharp impression, distinct light blue-green shade; 

on war pr:inting with thick chalk lines, intermediate 
impression, bright yellowish-green shade; 

on. 1917 printing with thick to very thick chalk lines of 
uneven thickness, deep middle-green shade; poor impression; 

as No. 2o, but with upper frame of stamp showing double
impression; 

on 1917 printing with thick to very thick chalk lines of 
uneven thickness, poor impression, pale dull yellowish 
green shade; 

as No.2e, but with surcharge offset in reverse on the back; 

as No.2e, but with surcharge inverted in normal position, 
i. e. at top. 

on 1917 printing with thick to very thick chalk lines of 
· uneven thickness, poor impression, dark green shade, with 
very clear offe~t of stamp itself in reverse on the back. 
(It is possible that the shade of this stamp, which looks 
darker than any other printing seen in this issue, is 
affected by the duplication of the print provided by the 
offset of' the design on the 1:s.ok, and that this darker 
appearance is only an optical illusion). 

(3) 25 on 3k Perf ,. 
(3a) en war printing with medium chalk lines of' even thickness 

. ' 
clear impression, bright scarlet-red shade, with surcharge 
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offset in reverse on the back; 

(Jb) on war printing with medium chalk lines of even thickness, 
intermediate impression, in a distinct red-cannine shade, 
with surcharge offset _in reverse on the back. 
Some sheets in this shade appear to have been in a damaged 
ccndition, necessitating patching up of their edges before 
surchargtng by sticking at the back gummed strips of paper 
taken from margins of other sheets • . (It will be remembered 
that a similar procedure was resorted t·o in New zeal.and a 
few years earlier, when it was founa necessary to re-perforate 
a number of defectively perfor&.ted sheets, thus producing the 
so-called "mixed perforationstt .. ) As these gummed·patchings 
extend partly over the backs of the stamps of the marginal 
row£, copies exist on which the offset . of the· surcharge on 
the back is printed partly on the stamp, and partly on the 
gummed patching, thus creating additional varieties of an 
unusual kind. The pa tchings on the back can be definitely 
identified as coming from. margins of' other sheets,. as they 
show the familiar chalk lines pattern. 

(3c) on war printing with thick chalk lines, intermediate 
impression, deep red shade. (This shade exists also with 
surcharge shifted to the centre of the stamp)~ 

(3d) as No-3c, but with surcharge inverted in normal position, 
i.e. at top. 

(3e) on ,1917 printing with medium to thick and very thick chalk 
lines ef uneven thickness, poor impression, pale dull red 
shade. 

{3f) 

(3g) 

This is the ccmmonest shade, and can be found ,vith surcharge 
in the nonna.l quality of ink, but oftener the ink is of a 
very inferior grade, giving a smudgy and indistinct print. 

-·". 

as No.3e, but with surcharge offset in reverse on the back. 

Gibbons Pa.rt II Catalogue lists a double surcharge of this 
value (s.G. No.46a) This variety has not been seen by the 
writer. 

( 4) 25 on 4k. Peri'. 
(4a) .. on 1913/15 printing with thin clear-cut chalk J:ines, clear 

impression, rose-red shade on toned paper. 

(4b) ditto, with surcharge inverted at bottom of stamp. 
The existence of this variety implies that copies should 
also exist with normal surcharge shifted to the top of the 
stamp, but such copies have not been seen by the ·writer. 

(4c) Romeko's specialized catalogue lists this value with chalk 
lines on both sides of stamp. (Romeko No.10x). 

(5) 50 on 7k. Perf. 
(5a) on 1913/15 printing with thin clear-cut chalk lines, sharp 

impression, light blue shade. 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

2~. on 1 k. Imperf. 
( a) on 1917 printing with chalk lines of uneven thickness, rtmning 

from medium to thick and very thick, intermediate impression, 
nonnal middle-orange f'hade, toned paper. 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

(6e) 

ditto, with surcharge offset in reverse on the be.ck. 

as No.6a, but with surcharge inverted in normal position, at 
top. 

on 1917 printing with thick to very thick chalk lines, poor 
impression, in a darker brownish-orange shade; toned paper. 

Romeko lists this value with surcharge at top of stamp 
(Romeko No •. 12x:).. This variety has not been seen by the writer, 
but copies have been seen with a more moderate shift, on 
which the surcharge was astride two stamps. 

25 on 2k. Imperf. 
(7a) on 1917 printing with thick chalk lines, intermediate tc, 

poor imp!"ession, bluish~green shade. 

(7b) on 1917 printing with thick chalk lines, intennediate to 
poor impression, yell.ow-green shade on strongly toned paper. 

2 on k. Im: erf. 
8a on 1917 printing with chalk lines of uneven thickness, 

running from medium to thick, int.e.nnediate impression, bright 
red shade, _slightly toned paper, i.nk of surcharge of inferior 
grade, giving a 3111.udgy and indistinct print. 

The followmg table summarizes the information given _above,- and shows at 
a glance the many SIJ:'PS that still remin to be filled. Can other members help? 

At . Inv. ottset Double . Phal\ lines 
Perf'. Normal Ottset 

1
Inv Double top at bott. of staam top f'I"&IIM! both sides -

1k yellow-orange X X 
2k blue-green X 
2k bright green X 
2k deep green X X 
2k pa.le green X X X 
2k ~k green X 
3k aoar!iet-red X 
3k red-oarmine X 
3k deep red X X 
3k pale red X X n 
4k rese-red X X X 7k light blue X 
Imperf •. 
1k orange X X X X 
1k brown-orange X 
2k bluish-green X 
2k yellow-green X 
3k bright red x 
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A lmMBER§ '· COLIECTIVE DISPLAY 

The April Meeting was a members I meeting, those. present having been 
asked each to bring six sheets for display. The i terns shewn aroused much 
interest and covered a wide rang~ and below are some notes on the material 
she\'111. 

MR. KNIGHTON 
Displayed covers from East Galicia, illustrating the postal arrangements 

in this South-~stern part of Poland during 1919 and the va.ria tions in language 
and franking. This branch of cur philatelic field has been described by 
Mr. Knighton in 'Journal No. 6 (pp 102 et seq). Collectors of Ukraine may be 
interested to know that one cover shewed a Ula-a.inian _ currency stamp paying 
postage. 

MR. ASHFORD 
Georgia is one of Mr. Ashfordts specialities, he shewed differences 

between genuine stamps and forgeries, ·also overprints and postmarks.- The 
forged postmarks of Dvinsk, of all impossible places, on the St.George type, 
aroused particular interest and some amusement] 

MR. BAILtlE 
Ukraine tridents were here to the fore. Tracings were used shewing 

the four subtypes of Odessa V, these illustrated shapes which are visually 
similar. The use of a "Trachtenberg" cover was explained in distinguishing 
genuine tridents fran forgeries. 

MR. BUCHAN.AN 
A collector whose interests range wide, Mr. Buchanan shewed a 

fascinating miscellany including (a) a 10 kop. im.perf .. Russian wove paper 
"Arms Type" used bisected on cover, (b) a Ukraine fiscal postally used on 
cover, (c} Russian Levant and Turkish stamps on a combination cover and · 
( d) genuine and forgeries of the 1921 RSFSR from 100 to 1 , 000 R-

MR. HUGHES 
Leaving his best known specialities, the issues of the Nationalist 

Republics of the Caucasus, Mr. Hughes shewed complete sheets of all values of 
the Northern A:rmy issue. Each sheet contained two panes of 10 x 10, · one pair 
being tete-b~che to the other; :Mr. Hughes explained that the stamps were 
lithographed and that the sheet arrangement arose from the use of a printing 
press with a small aperture. 

MR, grIBBE 
The appreciation .of stamps as works of art, apart from their philatelic 

value or interest, was demonstrated with the Paris printings of the unissued 
19:0 pictorials of Armenia. The items shewn, however, included essays, proofs 
of frames and centres and 'Specimens' as well as iinperfs. mis-perfs.and 
inverted centres, so the philatelist in Mr. Stibbe, was also much in evidence. 
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DR. WORI'MAN 
Our Editor displayed an excellent selection of cancellations on Russia 

No.1 on cover. These · ranged from pen cancellations, through the use of a 
pre-adhesive type and of the canbined penmark and postmark, to normal town 
postmarks and 'dots' cancellaticns. Dr. Wortman queried here whether the 
"village dots" type ever occurred on Nc.1. After shewing a forwarding agent's 
cancellation he concluded with what appeared to be a used stamp affixed to a 
new cover to pay postage. The cover bore a nomal Polish ring cancellation, but 
the stamp itself bore a normal town postmark, apparently of Archangel. 
Dr. Wortman mentioned that he also possessed Nos. 2 and 5 in this state and 
offered the following ·explanation:- poital o:flf'icials at that time affixed 
stamps directly on mail, the sender usually not handling the stamp personally 
and it would appear that some postal officials were not particular about using 
mint stamps from stock} He added that his examples of this fraud all emanated 
frcm Poland where there was a strong anti-Russian nationalist sentiment which 
might ·have made such a fraud almost a patriotic act during that period. 

I. L. G. BAILLIE 
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S:IX. MORE SCARCE FOSI'MARKS 

By DR. A. H. WORTMAN 

-r.r.n.K.· 
s. 't·· 2, 0 ~.~ 

7. TOWN DIV.!§ION RIGA. ( 1885) 

'A~ 
CKOPblH 

. l i1 n7 I ~ 
FI&, 12. 

This is a postmark c•f the Riga T•JWn Post, with the name of the town in 
an unus'.181 posi ti.on at the font of the pt•stmark.. As in certai.n Riga postmarks 
of the pre~adhesive stamp period, the date is inverted with respect to the 
rest of the wording, or the tnwn name is inverted, whiche-ver way you look at 
it. It occurs on a .3k postal stationery card written in ])).gli.sh and ad~ssed 
to Scotland. 

I have this postmark alsc, ur rather the lrwer half of it, •m a 2k 
stamp. It is in crtms,,n and there is a figure ''1 '' f,·,11.owed by a stup in front 
of the wcrd. Qgorodskr..e". The date, May 1881, is nr-t inverted. 

8. R.a.P.K. (Riga, 1888) 
These letters stand. fc.r '!Rizhskaya Gurcdskaya Pcchtcvaya Kontora" 

meaning "Riga Town Post Office" ·and bel,.-w may 'be seen 11 8 eh. 30 m. u. 11 
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i.e. 8 h. 30 m. in the morning • . It is illustrated with exactly the same letters 
and figures in Pri.gara' s book, and I do not lmow whether it occurs with other 
hours. The example which I have .is the only one - I have seen· and occurs on a 
7k stationery envelope from Fridrikhahtadt, Kurland to Riga, As in Prigara 's 
illustration there is a partly superimposed single-circular Riga postmark. 
His is dated 31 at May and mine 25th July, both 1888. As is usual with aITiva.l 
postmarks, thi.s re9tangular one is struck on the reverse of the cover. 

9. PETROGRAD. DELIVERY OFFICE FOR mP.ERIAL CORRESPONDENCE ( 1914-16) 
This postmark cancels three ?k and three 3k Romantilv stamps on a piece 

of a cover bearing a printed address in English to "-- Off:'ice, Whitehall" and 
part of "On His Majesty's Service." The date is 1.12.14. and I have another 
example on a fragment with the date 10.9.16. as in the illustration, together 
with a Petrograd 6 Eksped. postmark of the same date in green. 

10. LENINGRAD. 6TH PROLETARIAN ESPERANTO CONGRESS (1926) 
This postmark is in Espera.n-t;o. It is struck in green, the Esperanto 

colour, cancelling the two special stamps which were issued for the ccngress, 
on a registered cover, addressed. in Russian to our old friend Mr.Thee. Lavroff 
in Leningrad. It was given tr.; me by him. 

Before the war an American cc1lecte-r of Esperante postmarks tcld me 
that it was the only ,:me not represented in his ccllecti@n and that ~ had tried 
very hard tc get one but without success. The SAT (Seimacieca Asocio 
Tutmonda) was a "Worldwide without-Nation Ass0ciatior. 11 • When I wrote an 
article on Russia's Esperanto stamps for Gibbons Monthly Journal in 1935 I 
called the SAT a Communist organisation but I received some protests after
wards that this was not so. I do not want to engage in a political discussion; 
let it· suffice that the postmark describes the_ congress as 11 proletariant' I 
have no information as to how ~any delegates attended er how many covers were 
sent, but very few covers came out of Russia. Mr. Barry has one and agrees 
that it is ni.re. 

11 • P08rAL AGENCY IN LAPKIVTSI. ( 1924) 
It will be seen that tt;lis postmark is in Ukrainian. It is struck in 

blue, cancelling three lk stamps of the worker, soldier and peasant series en 
the reverse of a cover add.ressed to the Fed.era. tion of Ukrainian Jews in London, 
an organisation to which we owe many interesting early Sovi~t covers. It 
reads in ft:..11 "Postal Agency in Lapkivtsi near Chornoostrivsk, Podolia Province, 
post and telegraph coach". I hope that last word has been correctly translated 
by me. The Russian worn. is "fiak" which is not in the dictionary and I have 
hazarded a guess that it stands for the French "fjadre 11 • If this is so, the 
agency apparently went around the villages in some sort of ccach. I would 
welcome cOOllllents from our Ukrainian specialists. 

12. STEAMER GORKI A8rRAKHAN. EXPRESS. ( 1931) 
This interesting Soviet river steamer postmark cancels a 50k stamp 

( s. G. 555) on a cover addressed to my13elf. It was sent by English friends who 
did the trip dowr.. the Volga frrJm Gorki, which used to be Nizhni Novgorod, to . 
Astrakhan on the Caspi.an Sea. When I learned that they were going ·to do this 
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journey I asked them to post me letters at intervals. Of the three they sent two 
received ordinary town postmarks and only this one a steamer postmark. The 
name of the steamer was Third Inteniational. I have never seen any other 
Sov·iet steamer postmarks of this type. 

It is hoped that these notes on scarce postmarks are of interest 
because of the light they throw on postal arrangements,.- and that they may be 
of use in identifying some part postmark an a stamp. Any member who has 
similar material is invited to submit it for inclusion in the continuation of 
this series and due acknowledgment will of course be made. 
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THE ROMANOV TERCENTENARY ISSUE 

AND ITS SUBSEQUENT USE 

PARI' TWO 

By DR, GREGORY B. SALISBURY 

THE ENTIRES OF THE ROMANOV TERCENTENARY ISSUE 
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The Stamped Envelcpes 
The stamped envel.rpes of 1,13 be long to the third period r::r the e:ne 

dating from 1883 tc 19170 During this· era, ;=;even l.$.suei=- were made. The 
Jubilee issue is the 18th, if o:ne cc,ints from the f1r;;,t 1i::;;.ue ':·f Dec. 1 1848. 
The Romanov issue consisted L'f th<'> ) k,:·f, and t:r1f: 10 knp. values sh,'JWing the 
portrait of Czar Ni.chdas II, the 14 k:'p" w, th 1.he p1..cture .'.)f Catherine II, 
and the 20 k.op. featuring the -.:aiage , t 0:-d.:r Alexard<:-r r. AJ.l of these stamped 
portraits are identfoal. with the p;·:stag:::. :;;tamp :ie:-"l.'.'.ns. Using Pr.igara 
listing, the envelr.·pe~ a.re.i 

43, 7 kop. br:- 1:wn stamp a 0 I L;.4.XL:0 (S. P.A.) 14·,XL1C (Asche:r) 
b. 14~:XP1 II ·14;X81 II 

41+-c 10 kcp. b:l.1.1e " i:I.. 
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45. 14 kop. blue green a. 
b . 

. 4f, 20 kop. olive green a. 
b. 

The 3 kop. Town Post Romanov stamped envelope is the 10th issue of the 
Town Post, and: has the same measurements. It shows the portrait of Czar 
Alexander III, and has the same design and colour as the postage stamp. Prigara 
lists it as No. 12 in a and b sizes. 

The colour of the envelopes is bluish gray, fading easily to various 
shades. Prigara mentions that during World War I, black overprints of "10 k 10" 
were made on 7 kop. and "20 k 20" on 14- kop. on the stamped envelopes of 
1915, 1907 and 1913. 

Poat Cards or Otkritki 
Otkritki or open letters were used for town post, fer out of town, and 

foreign or zagra.nichnie letters. They were ordinary and doucle, with pre-paid 
answer or reply card attached. All blanks measure 14-0 X 90 according to 
Ascher. The card is of yellowish colour, with variations of shade. In the 
upper left hand corner is the rectan:~lir frame of laurel leaves, enclosing the 
government seal or arms. The right hand corner shows the portrait of 
Alexander III (3 kop) and Peter the Great (4 kop.). All show five lines for 
writing, on the tace of the cards, the lines being in carmine. The portraits 
are replicas of the stamps used for postage. 

The lines are made up of points or dots the top line being the 
shortest. There are slight variations in the number of dots ccmposing the . . 
lines. The ordinary card, or the top card of the double variety shows the 
single line in capitals, abo,e the address lines of dots . . It consists of the 
word 11POSI' CARD" in Russian (POCHTOVAYA KARrOCHKA) placed between the arms and 
the portrait. The reply card (pre-paid) . shows an additional line in smaller 
capitals "WITH PAID REPLY" ( S OPLACHENIM OTm'qK). This applies to the 3 kop. 
and the 3-3 kop. cards. The 4 kop. ,card ordinary or the top card of the 
double card (4-4 kop) shows two lines.. The top line is in capitals "RUSSIA 
(In Russian) - RUSSJEII. The second line, in smaller capitals, is "EO&r CARD" 
in Russian, as given before, then a das.h and "0.ARrE rosrALE". Both are placed 
between the arms and the portrait. The pre-paid card of the double variety 
shows an additionaI line in still small~r capitals. It is also bi-lineual, 
lef't half states "WITH PAID REPLY" ( in Russian) and the right half in French 
II A VEC REPONSE PAY.EE". 

Prigara lists the cards of the Tercentenary Issue as the 13th Issue: 
1913 year. 

25- 3 kop. stamp and print carmine 14ox90 
26. 3-3 kop. II II II II " 
27. 4 kop. II II II II II 

28. 4-4 kop. II II II II II 
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Closed Letters· nr Sekr.etki 
Folded in half, with perforated (prokcli) borders on three sides, sekretki 

were widely used. Perforations were of two types, rO\mded, and squared. Paper 
was of bluish gray colour • . Inscription on the top was in capitals in Russian 
"LETTER't (PifMO). Measurement was 140X83mm fc,r the letter and 12X.12mcl. for the 
perforations, which were usually squarish, and not rounded. The cost of these 
letters corresponded to the ccst of the stamped envelopes. On ·each side of the 
inscription were the Imperial arms en the left and the stamp on the right. 
There are four lines for the addres~, the top line being the shortest. 

The 3 kop. closed letter . is the tt1Wll post issue or the 4th. · The 
listing is also No.4 according tc Priga:ra. The pcrtrait is that of Alexander III, 
and the inscriptic:n, the arms and the stamp are all in carmine. 

The regular issue •'.'lf the clcsed cards, er sekretki is the 3rd. or 
the 1913 issue, and the listing i.s: 

4. 7 kop. brrwn stamp and inscription. Portrait of Nicholas II. 
4. 10 kcp. blue 11 11 11 II II " 

Wrappers or Ba.ndercli 
Jubilee wrappers were of two denominations, the 1 kop. for the town 

post, and the 2 kop. for the out of town mailing. These were used for sending 
out periodicals, newspapers, and other printed matter. Paper was of varying 
shades of greyish yellow and cra.nge yellow, easily discoloured by handling and 
by the actinic rays of the stm. The texture of the paper was matt, sometimes 
shiny. The inscription, placed above the po1trait was in three lines: 

"When more than 1 kop. ( or 2 kop.·) is needed for mailing, glue on 
extra postage along side of the stamp (of the wrapper-in Russian it is 
'shtempel11 ) 

Issue Nc.3. Romanov Issue of 1913 

5- 1 kop. orange stamp. 
6. 2 kop. a. green 11 

b. II II 

Peter I 376X88 
Alexander II 376X134 

II 444X177 

In measuring various wrappers, mint and used, of this series one may 
find slight variations of a millimeter 0r sc-,, fran the measurements given by 

. Ascher and Prigara.. Used wrappers as wel::. as the mint copies are not difficult 
to obtain. Cancellations on the wrappers are generally these of the major 
cities of the Enpire. 

Other Entires 
Romanovs were n,'.'t featur.ed on mcney orders, and the author has seen 

but one money order cf the 3rd. rr the 1901-03 series affixed with a Romanov 
stamp fc-r additional tariff. The current series, C:r the third, consisted of 
15 and 25 kop. values. 
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Closed letters with advertisements were remc-\ed from circulation in 1901, 
thus were not considered for the Jubilee issue. 

The use of various en tires for revolutionary overprints and :for various 
surcharges and overprints will be covered in the other sections. 

M:int and used entires Cbf the Jubt:: .. ee series are not scarce, thus 
showing complete sets in the illustrations would needlessly take up too much 
space. A few of the interesting used items will be shown. 
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ROMANOV CURBnfCY 5'TAMPS 

When . ahorta2:e of coins in circulation £'"creed the Imperial government to 
issue the thin card.board Rema.nova in 1915, the :Ministry of Finance was 
influenced by ma.ey pr.eoedents in ether ccuntries. One of ·.these was the United 
States issue of '!speoial use stamps" which were not intended foP _postage, during 
the"Wa.r Between the States" (1861-5)- Scarcity of metal coinage as well as the 
usual a.carding ef oopper, silv~r and gold by pecple ever dubious of paper money 
in time of turmoil and civil strife, fcroed the manufacture of "postage 
currency". 

The Russian ourrency stamps were issued for the same reascn. These were 
not intended to serve as P.cstage stamps and were manufactured accordingly, with 
the inscr;_ption on the be.ck and with?ut gum. This absence of gum is continually 
brought :f c-rth into the argument by those wh,'.) wish to see these stamps excluded. 
from postage catalogues. This point alcne is un:f'air, as gumned currency stamps 
would ba"7'e been a stio~ mess to handle . and to carry around in a pocket. One 
visualizes at rnce a whnle stack of' them stuck togetherJ The thickness one 
would oorsider a handicap in the use of the stamp on s.n . envelope. One remembers 
the objectior to the first po:::tage stamp of Russia. It was its thickness and 
hardness that prcduced many loosened stamps from the covers. Kany nations 
likewise did not gl.lll their early stamps, and instead supplied pots of glue at 
the post off~ce counters. 

The stamps were decreed by the :Ministry of Finance in October 1 1915, 
and distributed early in November 1915 by the Government Treasury to the 
gcve:mment and ccmmeroial private banks for entry into circulation. Vladimir 
Alexieff ·in an excellent article on the subject in the American Philatelist, 
Dec. 1939, guestians the listing of these currency stamps in standard catalogues 
and guctes goiremment decrees prohibiting their use fer mailing. The decree 
specifically stated that these stamps were not to be used for postage. · The 
reason o~ com-ae, was quite valid. The . currency stamps were made from the 
clicb.6s of their postage co1.mterparts. Lightly used or cancelled stamps could 
very easily be aciled and wom enot.gh t,) pass info circulation ·undetected. The 
Department of Posts and T~legraph issuec. a stanaing order tor all the postal 
officials (chinovniks) to mark all letters using currency stamps for postage 
as liable to the 1 OOfo penalty for non.;.payment of postal tariff·. 

This specific rule did not keep many people from slipping these through 
the mails on genuine letters. A few of these survived and are highly prized by 
collectors. 'Many however were "created" by philatelists and dealers·. To check 
this another directive was issued to step cancelling the currency issue~ This 
stopped acme of the traffic in "currencies" but a number still got by the 
"careless" postal employees. 

When the series appeared for the first time, a letter from M:r.A.Scheindling 
appeared in the London Philatelist, Nev. 1915:-
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"A very curious sort of a stamp or rather paper ·money, has been issued 
here on 30th September, old style. It consists of the 10, 15 and 20 kop. 
Romanov stamps printed in sheets of 100 ( ten herizontal .rows of ten) on carton 
paper, perforated 13½; ungummed, but on the back of each stamp there_ is printed 
in black a double,-headed eagle and the words 'it circulates in the same way as 
the changing silver currency' in a double-lined frame. It serves, as the 
inscription says, . for -changing into money, and has .been issued chi~fly ·as such 
in order to worlc against the speculators who are buying up large quantities of 
gold, silver and coppe.- money. The decree has been issued telegraphically, and 
as the paper money had to be ma.de in great haste, the gbvernrnent ma.de use of the 
Roman•v clicMs, as there was no other · material to make use of. n 

This new paper money did not receive iumediate appr0'98.l. Disappointment 
was felt over the fact that it became torn. and filtey very soon. For a while 
it "WB-s ·decided not to go ahead with the other proposed denominations, i~e. the 
1, 3, 5 kop. values. A new kind of pa.per money was discussed., on the order of 
the Italian lira, and a proposal was ma.de to stop pe.ssing any more of the 
currency stamps into circulation. In spite of all of this the stamps did 
displace coins completely an:d remained in use for quite sane time, regardless 
of their appearance. The author remembers the appearance of these "currencies" 
and the ones broo.ght out of Russia mutely testify to a great deal of use. 

The 10 kopeck stamp appeared in many shades of deep blue. There are 
imperforate varieties known and an imperforate pair is illustrated in the 
article. Also shown is a cover with 2 x 3 block of 10 kop. and one of 15 kop. 
currency stamps on a registered cover. 

The 15 kopeck stamp shows many colour variations of the cinnamon. 
Double impression and i.mperforate varieties-eocist. Illustration is shown of a 
mint block of six, with misplaced printing on the back, perforations cutting 
through the left hand edge of th.e imperial eagle vertically and passing thro-ugh 
the lower edge ~f the frame of the top three stamps, as well as- through the 
lawer edge ef the frame of the lewer three stamps. Two covers are· illustrated, 
one with the entire set of three values, another a registered cover with a 
block of 5 of the 15 kop. value. · An imperfora.te block of four is illustrated • . 

The 20 kopo stamp appears in varying shades of olive green. Imperf
orates are known, as well as freaks, which will be described later. There is 
a record of double, one inverted. Two ccvers are shown, one registered to 
Paris and one to British Guiana. An imperforate block of four is also shown. 

Forgeries exist of these three stamps, being easily detected by not 
showing a stop at the end of the inscription. Backs of ord.inacy Jubilee postage 
stamps have likewise been printed, sane being s~ crude, that the printing was 
done over the gum. One may als9 mention the tampering ·with the 1 kop. · and 
2 kop. currencies of the later set to resemble the 15 and the 20 kop. currency 
stamps. 

The Treasury Department finally decided that the currency stamps were 
successful and plans were fonnulated for issuance of additional- denominations. 
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This was indeed surprising in view of the bickerings and the adverse comments 
that were set off shortly' after the appearance of the first three values. 

In concluding the discussion of the first set of the currency stamps, 
one must comment on an article by John L. Stroub in Sept. 1927 issue of the 
American Philatelist. Before thoroughly and expertly describing the various 
District and City Provisionals of the Russian Revelution, he touches briefly 
upon the currency _stamps. Here he errsa Quoting him ''Money a_nd stamp shortages 
in 1915 ea.used the reprinting of the 10, 15 and 20 kopeck commemorative 
values on cardboard, thus allowing for a double purpose.-" In view of the 

· directives of the Government, there was no "allowing at all", and no records 
support the theoiy of the "shortage of stamps". The government had plenty of 
pa.per, and plenty of clich6s, as well as a well-staffed and skilled printing 
. establishment. There was moreover an ample stock of the Jubilee stamps. 

It has been rey fortune to acquire a block of twenty of the 20 kop. 
currency stamps with freak perforations, that horizontally end the upper row 
of stamps at the lower border of the portrait frame forming an imperforate area 
that would nonnal~ be divided by the machineo The same ooours in the other -
rows, except that the other stamps are of nonnal vertical dimensim. There is 
a perforation at the bottom, that leaves a space between the lawer boiuer of the 
frame and the normal lower edge of the stamp as an ex:tra piece with an imperfora.te 
lower border. Vertioa.l perforations do not touch the frame of the portrait but 
do come· close to the ·right hand side of the frame of the stamp itself. The back 
of the b;l.ook shows tap and sides perforated, but the lower edge imperforate. 
The horizontal spaces between the inscription frames are also il!lperforate, the 
perforation line cutting between the last two lines of the inscription within 
the frame. The vertical perforations are not well centered but a.re between the 
frames and do ~10t t_ouoh them. The perforations themselves vary from 13 to 13½. 
Please see the illustration. 
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ROMANOV .QQRRENCY _sr.AMPS OF 1;;1fi-11 

An acute mCJney small change shcrtage forced the printing of the 1, 2 
and 3 kcp. currency stamps du-ring the peric:d of 1916-17, actually the surrmer 
(June) of 1916a These were identical with the postage stamps of the same 
values, on the face. On the back, ,ne sees a single black frame enclosing the 
Imperial eagle on the top third, KOP.3 KOP. in the middle third, and the 
inscription: Hae ci.rculatfr,n un pa.r with c,..-pper coi.n" in fcur lines below. The 
b· J.d. type c;.f the dennminaticn wae used tc- discourage tampering and confusion 
;JS.used by wear and deteric-ra tii:,1., with those cf higher valuee. 

In epite c,f thi.s, much tampering was done with the 1 and 2 kop. values, 
and these were quitJkl.y recalled, making them a bit difficult to obtain to-day. 
The f'oxgeries were rather crude. Twc, different stamps were glued together, but 
the extra thickness and the c•verlap, as well as ne--.rer matching perforations p;ave 
them away. RW!a1an American Philatelist carried an interesting and infonna.tive 
article by Rimma Sklarevski, in Jan. 1943, Vcl.1, No.5. on the cotmterfeiting. 

The 1 kq:;.. stamp orm.e? in shade varieties cf orange. The 2 k,_;p. a.l.sc. 
shows slight cc-lour varia.ticne and alsc has an imperforate variety. The 3 kop. 
stamp appears in varying shades cf rcse carmine. It is n,Jt at a 11 difficult tc 
obtain. 

When the first tw,'.- denr::mina ti c-ns were recalled., they were surcharged 
with a large numeral on the faee tt1" •~n 1 kcp .. and. "2" on 2 kop. The 1 on 
1 kop. presents the numeral in varying thicknesses of the numeral, and in 
varying densities c.,f black colou:r. The stamps themselves alsc, show a wide 
range of cc~cur, t.~rom orange to brown .:range. At this point one must add that 
the printings of ·various currencies sh,::wed a worn plate variety, from this 
pcint on and this is to be considered when listing varieties of further 
cut"renc ies. 

The 2 <:n 2 kop. also shows v-a.riations in the numeral on the face but 
to a lesser extent, and the celcur of the stamp fluctuates from yellowish to 
bluish green. Stamps are fL1und with the surcharge misplaced on the fr.-:nt and 
back, imperforate, imperfnrate with surcharge on t,:-p, and with the surcharge 
missing on one .:-f the stamps in a strip. See the illustrations for the photos 
of varieties of b•·:th denominations, and covers. 

In the J lJue.trationf>., ,me wilJ. find a rare imperfc•rate horizontal. pair 
with shifted surcharge, .9.lar aama but a -v-erticaJ pair, alsc a vel'tical strjp 
shc'Vl•ing a miE!plaued. .sUt'Cihargf'?. ,,n ,,ne stamp, nc- surc:harge en ancthe:i:-, and a creaseo 
There are alsc stamps sh,:_wing ..,,ari0us shades sizes and cclcur cf the surcharge. 

When the .su:pp:i.y ,_.f the lowest denomination.a was used up, the Kerenslcy
goi,e~nt reprinted al.J. the lcw value;s, using the same bold numeral on the 
face c-f the 1 and the 2 kc..p. stamps. The 3 k.:.p. value .remained the same. The 
backs hcwever, new appeared wi thc-ut the impe:dal ~gle and arms, confonning tc 
the republican ta~te. Instead,.enc!csed within a single black frame, m the 



top third, was the large num.e:rel "1" and beneath it was the word 11KOPEIKA11 or 
"KOPEK" in Russiano Belew was a black line dividing the frame in half. The 
lower half consisted of four lines of inscription as before, except for a 
variation in the s~cing and eyph,ena.ting of words shown on the four lines. 
Gibbons shows this nicely. 

The 2 on 2 kop. and the 3 kop. stamps show the same new back, except 
tha. t the word 11KOPEIKA" is now "KOPEIKI" i. e. kopecks instead of kopeck, written 
in medium sized Russian capital letters. The illustration shows a normal back 
as just described of the 3 kop. value along with one with a broken frame, and 
ene with a shifted or a double impression. 

All of these present the usual gamut of colour varieties, and worn 
plates. It -is a pity that photography cannot :reproduce in black and white the 
interesting collection on hand of colour shades and minor flaws. 

These new reeks were on the currencies in the stllIIIler of 1917, however 
in October a "coup d'~tat" by the Bolsheviks ended the use of these currencies. 
They would have been useless anyway, as· an astotmding period of inflation set 
in, eliminating the need of small currency. 



SURCHARGES OF THE IOL\NOVS 

When the value of the rouble dropped in 1916, and the government was 
forced to raise the postal tariff, a shortage of the 10 and 20 kopeck values 
developed. It was decided to surcharge the large stocks of the 7 and the 14 kop. 
stamps on hand, of the old regular . issue (1909-12) and the commemoratives of 
the Jubilee series. These four provisionals ended the Royalist issues. 

The sun,,barge of the Romanov stamps consisted of 1110" and 1110" printed 
over the lower t-ight and left numerais of the 7 kop. stamp. On !,he 14 kop. 
stamp the suroharge of "20" and "20" was plaoed also over the two right and left 
hand corner, lower, denomination figures. Thus, the Roma.novs differed from .the 
"ICop.10 ICop." and "K.201C" surcharges on the other provisionals. 

The 10 on 7k appears but in a very sJ.ight variety of brown colour. 
There are the varieties of the inverted suroharge, surcharge on top, misplaced 
surcharge, double suroharge and vertical pair, with one stamp being without 
surcharge. Soheindling, writing t _o a London contemporary, states that he "has 
an entire sheet of the '10k. on 7k. brown Romanov stamp, with the surcharge 
inverted at the top, aisc some sheets where the suroharg~ is so misplaced that 
three copies in the sheet are entirely without surcharge". An inverted 
surcharge on top, is illustrated in · this article. There is aiso an interesting 
cover:, showing the suroharge, and interesting war censor label, and cancellation. 

The 20 surcharge on the 14 kop. Ro.:nanov is to be seen in the minor 
shade varieties of blue-green. A variety exists of the misplaced surcharge. 
This is illustrated, as -well as a registered cover with three of these surcharged 

· 20/14 and one 10/7 stamps. 

Prigare. lists these .surcharges as the 23rd Issue, or the Issue of 
Sept. 10 1916. At that date the tariff was altered to 10 kopecks for an 
ordinary closed letter and 20 kopeoks for a registered or"zakaznoe" letter. 
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REVOWTIONARY OVERPRINTS 

qN .R~OVS 

.,-- --♦- . Bcepocciii~~i t Co~3~ fop0JI.0Bb. 
• KOMHT'ETb 3f\nf\1l)'lf\rO <t>POHTf\ . 

• ,i, --.. ~,, 

The field of_ the revolutionary overprints on the stamps of the 
Tercentenary Issue is a controversial one. The majority of the experts, backed 
by those who were in Russia . especially in st. Petersburg at the time, flatly 
state thE!t the Phrygians and l)thers are bogus, Several are more tactful and 
call them "unofficial". There ar~ how,./\E.r many philatelists who disagree. 
These are backed by three impcrtant catalcgi:e.s (Yv-ert & Tellier, Michel, 
zumstein-1 %4) and thus must be given a hearing. 

Our journal carried an extract from U.e Catalogue Sp~ciale des Timbres 
de Guerre de Russie, Yvert & Tellier, Paris, 1520, in the Nc.1. Deo.1946, as 
well e.s our editor::.al cc1JEent. Dr,-A.H. W(,rtman writing in No. 3. of B.J.R.P. 
presents a contemporary description of the questicna~le issue, _based on the 
letter from Mr.A. Scheindling tc the London Phil.ateli sto The reader is advised 
to read bcth of' th~e a:t'ticles prior tc- cnntinuing with the discussion. 

Scott Stamp & Coin CC'mpany's circular for December 19~7 states that 
the editor t.as received the fcll,~ng coout.unication from Messrs.Whitfield King 
& Company:- "We are n •m able tc give ycu sane absolutely reliable information 
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coJ].oerning the Russian overprints, as we have just received a long and interesting 
letter :fran an English gentleman who is an enthusiastic stamp collector and who 
has just arrived in :England f'rai I'etro.grad. He informs us that all the 
surcharges, both those with the Phxygian oap and those with the facsimile of 
a newspaper printed on face are wholly unofficial. They were never on sale at 
any Post Office in Russia, and woald not be accepted as prepayment of' postage. 
If any postiparked copies exist they must have been obliterated to order by 
some obliging clerk · in the Post Office which during the revolution was quite an 
easy matter, especially if the request for the obliteration was accompanied by 
a little "Palm oiltt,r The O'f'Crprints were made at the printing office nf 
"Isvestie~ the only newspaper i esued fr,~ a: week · after the revolution and 
continued since as the organ of the S~•vi.eto Some of the c.:verprints were also 
dor~e by ·a firm of printers :.m their .:,wn acco1:nt and sold as mumentues of the 
revo:..ction. Cur friend also state~ that ~-Eichenthal1 the leading stamp dealer 
in Pet.rograd, refuses to stock the stamps, as they have nc philatelic value 
whatsocver. Another dealer in Petrograd keeps the stamps in stock and sells 
them and our friend says he has e. strong suspicion that this man had a hand in 
origillating the cv~rprints .. " 

Soviet Philatelist, in the No.4(20) April, 1924 issue, under the 
direction 6f Chuchin lists a detailed grcup of bogus and unofficial Russian 
Issues, and The Revolutionary Overprints head the list. These include . the 
Rananov T~dentenary Issue ,overprinted with Phrygian oap, creased swords, and 
inscription "·~iberty, Equality, Frate:cnity" and the currency stamps with same, 
as well as the manifestcs cf' abdioatii.m of Nic,hcl.as II, and l(ichael.. These are 
stated to be the work and bogus manufacture of Trachtenberg and others in 
Leningrad. 

S .V .Pr:lgnra continues in the same vein "In the early days of the 
Revolution, 1917 (27th Feb. - 12thlfarch) on. initiative of speculators in 
st. Petersburg ( er rather Petrograa) were issued red and black overprints. 

1. Phrygian Cap & swori.s etc. on blocks cf' 4 of 1,2,4,7,10,15~35 and 50 kop. 
also or.. currency stamps 3, 10, 15 and 20 kop. and or~ 1916 stamps 10/7 an~ 20/14-

2. Front page newspaper "Isvestia" Petruty:ad Soviet of Workers and . Soldier 
Deputies with abdication (black overprm,t) on block of eight in values .1 ,-.4, 7, 
35 and 50, also en currency stamps 10, 15, 20 and or.. issue of 1916 mentioned above. 

3· Front pe.ge of Petrograd paper 11Pravda11 with the declaration of G:mnd Duke 
:Michael Alexandrovich on blocks of' 12 in values of 1,4, 7 ,35 and 50, also on 
those menticmed above cf' the currency and 1916 issue. 

These. were unoff'i.cial, fantastic and devoid of philatelic value, · sent 
through the mails at a time when mail was sent through even without stamps." 

Prigara, writing . in ttStamps" magazine lrfay 30, 19'+2, "Russian Stamps of 
Contra, ersial Character of' the Pre-Soviet Period" repeats the abo-ve, · and adds. 
"these '-provtsionals' were never officially OTerprinted or issued. They were 
prepared by a group 9f. stamp dealers in l>etrograd for specttlative purposes and 
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are therefore of ne philatelic value, exoept as curiosities, even if• f ound :on 
oovers, because during the revolution the radioally minded post offioe employees 
were very accommodating., accepting and delivering all letters., even those whioh 
had no stamps at allo" 

According to I:.SoDo Haverbeck in Russian American Philatelist., Vol.2, 
Noo2 Oct.1943, and Chambers Stamp Journal, Feb.9 1942, writing on the "Postage 
Stamps of the Russian Revolution"., _ the re,-clutionary overprints described 
above, were prepared by a stamp dealer in Petrograd, and did not have official 
authcri.za.tion. He writes that "a few copies pe.ssed through the mails by 
favour"o 

A very di..:rferent picture is painted by the extract from the Catalogue 
Sp6ciale des Timbres de Guen-e de Russie, Libraire Rt:.sse, Paris, printed by 
Yvert & Tellier, 19,0o Here,. the printing of the revolutionary overprints is 
stated to be tmder the special decree cf the authority of the Soviet sitting in 
Smelny. The stamps were tc be sold at double the face value, surplus going to 
the Committee of Soviets to feed the patrolling revolutionary soldiers. 1his 
idea, we.a instigated by the employees of many P.O's in Petrograd and Kolpino. 
The work of overprinting was dcne "gratuitousl:y by the printing works of the 
Sov.iet at Petrograd"- (Petrogre.d, Saikin, pero6J. 

The use of 4, 8 and 12 stamps for the overprint, was done entirely for 
larger sales. Of course, one cannot conceive the use of one stamp for the 
Izvestia and Pravda communi qu6aJ Thes~ were on sale for two days, in March 1917, 
accordir~g to this extract, but even in 191.8 they were accepted in Petrograd, 
and elsP.WQ.Ef.t:'e for franking domestic and fcreign mail. 

The letter f'rcm llroAoScheindling ·to the London Philatelist, in _ 
Dr.Wortman's article, is more informative than the previous extra.et. In it he 
states that a fee of thrice to ten times the face was asked by the postal 
employees. The list of these overprints in his collection is ve-ry imposing. 
(See pages 41 and 42, B.J.R.Po) 

After checking all evidence, I feel that a very small chance does 
exist that the Soviet sitting at Smclny did authorize this revolutionary 
overprint. However, this is a remote possibility, ·.-end the actions of' 
Trachtenberg and his like point to but one thing, a promotional scheme t0 
fleece collectorso After seeing a mass of tailor made covers, especially ~hose 
made up and mailed within my home town of' Ekaterinodar, with registcy stickers, 
slips, etc. etconicely attached, "mailed" to non-existent addresses, or 
oonveniently showing interesting "varieties" at a time when letters could have 
been sent without postage, and in a city far f'rm Fetrograd and its hungry 
revolutionaries, I feel dupedo True, sooie of these passed through the mails, 
but if one would only remember those ohaotio times, as well as the fact that 
thoEe same letters could have gone through without any postage at all., the 
point raised becomes insigni..:ricant. 

~here are many varieties, and all follow a similar pattern. We have 
the single, and double overprints, and double with orie inverted, also the single 
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overprint invertedo There are black overprints, red overprints, and a 
ccmbination of two. There are overprints with sideways to the right, and some 
with sideways to the lefto 

fresent inforrmtion indicates that there was a reprinting of' the 
series, and the difference ·be_tween the two settings is ably described in the 
article by Dr.wortmano The second group was not sold at the post office, and 
was obliterated by the clerks as a favour to philatelists, and revolutionaries. 
At any rate, we are told that .in the letter by Scheindling to the London 
Philatelisto 

· To add confusion to the matter; t.here are tremendous numbers of' forged 
overprints, forged postmarks, and downright stupidities. ·r must admit that 
over a long perioe of' collecting, I have accumulated an "interesting" array in 
every department: the controversial, the bogus, the bop:us poEtma.rk, and the 
stupid postmarlrJ Those who have seen my display of' the Romanov2!1 at the last 
meeting can testify to that. 

I have a Phrygian cap and crc."3fled swords overprinted postcard. with a 
Riga cancellation dated 20-4-16, and a 19-4-16. The forgers were a bit premature 
with history, to say the leastJ As for the forged postmarks, those showing my 
home town of Ekaterinodar lead the parade, thanks to the ever busy Trachtenberg. 
All are on forged registered letters bee.z<ing registry stickers showing postmarks 
of: 

9.12.1917 
29. 1.1918 

7o 2.1918 
8. 2.1918 

I possess the regular and the inve~ed varieties, as well as those 
with a regular overprint and an inverted one. There is also an array pf colour 
varieties cf' the overprint, going from red to purplish, as well as the:various 
densities of black. The Phrygians are represented iri the mint state, in blocks, 
and used, blocks and blocks on cover. Ky f'avorites are the large blocks of' the 
!'Abdication" from Izvestia, on Roo.anoVB, and the ~Declaration of' Grand Duke 
Michael Alexandrovich" from Pravda front page. en the Romanov stamps. These cf'f, 
and on cover, present an imposing sight. 
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BATUM OVERPRINT ON BOM.ANOV ISSOE 

Be.tum, a strongly f'ortified port and the capital oity of Aja.ria, Georgia, 
tempted the Cz.ars fqr many generations. It first ea.me into the Russian sphere 
when the Kingdom c,f' Georgia was conquered by Czar- Alexander I, but did not fall . 
into Russian ban& until the Treaty of Berlin in 1878 at the close of 
Alexander II' s reigno By this treaty, l3atum was to become a "free port" of 
Russia.a Nelsen's LoL.Enoyclope.edia differs on the date• so do several of the 
history books, claiming that the actual ocntrol did not take place until 1886. 
In either <Bse, Alexander III received an excellent port that was tumed over 
to him, tc serve as a free poxt fer all caunerce, and not to serve as a naval 
stationo · This of Q4)urse the Czar did not take too seriously, and the port was 
ocnverted shortly afterward.8 to military useo · 

Roo:anovs \'13~,.. nnt particularly interested in the splendidly mi.ld· climate, 
and in the citrus groves of the city and the province. This was destined to be 
the Blaok Sea port fcx- transportation of oil from l3aku and other centres in 
Tra.nscaucasia. l3atum was a terminus f"qr 1.railroa.d 558 miles from l3aku and 
Tiflis through Poti, and later of the pipeline fr01Il l3aku. Both followed. the 
caravan trail of ancient times. Another bait was manganese ore, copper, 
antimony, ccal and wool, a ve-ry useful group of exports from Be.tun to serve the 
Romanov military machine. 

In 1918 by the Treaty of Brest - Litovsk Russia lost Be.tum, but for 
only a brief time. Turkey, after suing for peace in 191 8, withdrew from the 
Russian Caucasus, and Be.tum port was occupied by units of the British Fleet. 
British troops entered the city on December i2. 1918. The naval units occupied 
the harbour in Novembero On July 7th 1920 the British evacuated Be.tum, turning 
over central of the area to the Republic of Georgia. · A few months after the 
British sailed Soviet troop~ entered, taking over the province for the Soviet 
Republic ·of Georgia., which became a part of the Tra.nscauoa.sian Socialist Soviet 
Federation, now a unit of U. s. s. R. · 

W.E.Hughes, in his highly infonna.tive and ·fa.scina.ting book on the 
"Poetage Stamps of Ba.tum", presents a wealth of mat·er.:ial on the bistl'rical and 
postal develepment of the province as well as a detailed study of the postal 
issues. The scope of this treatise does not allow cc,erage of a:ny ol -i;hese, 
exoept the use of the Romanov ~roentena:ry stamps of 1913. 

On 13th April, 1919 the 4 kcp. Romanov stamps, in limited numbers, 
were handstamped with the 35 kr,po surcharge, to be used for poE.toards. The 
original idea was to handsta.mp the postcards themselves bearing the embossed 
stamp of the 4 kop. value. Thus one may find both the surcharged and 
overprinted stamps and the postcards. 

Overprint 
and 

Surcharge 

5AT~ I"\. 05 
\<on 35' Kon 
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On Jan. 3oth 1920 another overprint and surcharge was placed on the 4 kop. 
stamp of the Romanov series. There were 1200 of these used for · this issue. 
w.E.Hughes states that the bandstamp \vas in black, . Scott's states that it was 
blue. The colour of the bandstamp on m.y- copy, used on pteoe, is dark blue. 
It is shown in the illustration. 

Overprint 
and surcharge. 

8~tT\SI-\ 
0cc.Uf'l'iTION 

I have in ~ oolleot ion a 4 kop. Rccnanov stamp with the Ba tum 50 rouble 
overprint just desoribed. It is on piece with a oanplete Be.tum canoellation 
dated 22. 2. ~. The suroharge is quite clear and well done, but the words of 
the overprint above and below are poor'.cy dCllle, showing many broken and inoanplete 
letters. 
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ROMA.NOVS AND THE J. N". F. fil!.AMPS 

In 1914 a number of Palestine stamps of the Jewish National Ftmd were 
use·d in Russia, affixed to the letters carrying normal postage. The si~e of the 
stamps was 35 X 24 mm. There were twelve different types issued, picturing 
various places of interest in the homeland of the Jews. These were': Gan. 
Shmuel, Gedera, Oli.ve Saplings, Her..z;lia Gymnasium, Beza.lel, House in the Herzl 
Forest, Rehovl)th, Ben-Shemen, Da.gania, Kennereth, Petah-Tikva, Tel Aviv. 
The illustrations were by Max Westfield. It is presumed that as wi.th the 
1909 Herzl stamps the rates were two kopecks a stamp in Russia. 

In 1902, after the J.N.F. was set up at the First Zionist Congress, 
the J.N.F. stamps were issued to raise ftmds fer the freedom of the land of 
Israel. These stamps not cnly helped ~he Zinnists financially but served as 
an educational stimulus for :the mcvement. They pictured various great events and 
pro~jnent leaders of the Zionist movement, and to-day are avidly sought by the 
J.N.F., Palestine, and Israel collectors. An. ·excellent catalogue of these 
J.N.F. stamps, issued by the head offices at Vienna, Cologne, the Hague and 
Jerusalem 1902-1943, was published by Dr. Brwio Rehfeld and edited by Ing. Isidor 
Simon at Tel-.Aviv, Ji.arch 1943. · 

I have a post card (No.17 0f the 11th Issue ot 1906, Prigara 
classi:fication) which bears a J.N.F. stamp of 1914 pictorial set, placed 
beneath the printed stamp of the· card, both being cancelled by the Moscow 
Ex:peditzia, 3.12.14. Other stamps on the card are two Romanov 1 kop. stamps, 
two Rcmanov· 2 k0p. stamps, and the 1 kop. Semi-Postal of 1914. This card 
is shcwn in the i:i.lustra t ions as it is a very scarce item. 

FREAKS .AMONG THE RCMANOV STAMPS 

Various freaks have been mentioned and illustrated in the pFevious 
discussion of the individual denominations. Folded comer varieties, freak 
perfs, double perfs, and many other unintentional or intentional deviations 
from the nortnal that should have landed in the printer's v.aste basket, have 
reached eager philatelic hands. Seldom seen are the freak blank vertical 
strips of 2-4-5mm. width that divide the Roma.no, stamps, be~au~e of a foid or 
crease in the paper at the time of printing. 

Illustrated i.n this article are two Romanov stamps, the 3 kop. and the 
7 k!i>P- showing freakish printing results. The 3 kop. is very much off centre, 
is perforated at all borders of the frame except the lower., which is the only 
nne exhibiting a white margin. There. is a 4mm. diagonal white strip, starting 
fr<'m the upper left hand corner dO\\'.n to the lower border of': the stamp, separating 
the letter "n" from the letter "0" of the word II no'iTl\11 • There is a noticeable 
fold in the centre of the strip shnvdng where the paper was accidentally folded, 
producing a colourle~s Ptrip on the stamp. 

The 7 kop. stamp is a B i.inilar type of freak. Toe fold, however, is a 
vertical one of a little more than ~ arising between the 11 0 11 and 11p 11 of "kop" 
at the lower· edge of the stamp, dividing the stamp at that point, the blank strip 
showing the fold • 

.Another ia a. 4 kop. at.amp imperf .. at the. top, evident.~y from the. ~op of 
the sheet as bot.1-t vertical perf s.. run away diagonally to the right on leaving 
the sto.mp across an inch of border. 
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ROMANOVS IN UKRAINE 

The Rr,man'-'Y Czars f',:·:ma 'i.n the Ukra:lne a fertile field for r,pera tions. 
Their predeoess, .:-~, the Prin,.;.es ,·.f lluf':,,,·-vy, depende-i •Jn the pcwerful Pr:nces 
c·f Kiev t,r prcte-:itfl,n again~t Tat.a·rs, T•.1.r:-·kR, Byzantine Emperurs,' and the 
Peles, and used the :reg:i,· .n d' the Uk.rarne a~ a buff'pr state~ When Vla.5. r:i:.r 
the Great d Kie~r re:.,~ivei Ohr·Jf1t:lamiy jn }8A, the ru.:.ers of' 1.remlin 
fr-ll.c-wed suit sh•:·.:•t:.y at"terwar.if! ( if tb-: w, , ~~en ehaoke ,-f that time u·. , .. 2.:1 
qualify fc:.l' the title ,:,f' K.rem:.in) K"i::·. · ani N,·,-g•:·r,:o. were the capitals.-:' Rus, 
b,· th g1·•1Te:rned. by Rur·l.;: d ds.:1uend.a.n t:;. Centu.c'ies }a ter, R,:manc·:s deli. ,):t.:; 1 in 

tracing their line t•~ the V•iking Rurh, 

The intrigue ,::f the fir~t; and i:;ecr:'nd. Romanc1.s, MiohaeJ and AlF;x:r-, 1.n 
zap,.·,rc·zjie, 1:r the . borderland et~ Ukra1nf', pa·.:.d great d.:i.vidend.s in 164P. Hetman 
Kbmelnitzki destrcyed the arm.ies of' Felan::, and :..n dcing st, weake.ne':l the 
Ukraine tv the p,;int a.·f .seekin!?- the p.r.:.-te,..:t1, .. n .,f the Russian cr,:wn, fr .. m many 
other invaders. In 16•J3 (s•me say 1f°·)2) lt 'became a pa.rt ;:f the E:~l!}~re. 

In .1703, the Ukratne witnesse:-d the d•deat c,f Swedish Charles XII, at 
the battle oi' Pulta-..:a, at the hand~ c,f Peter the Great. Later, it v1itnessed 
a aeries of' c;ppri:saior..s· at the hands or" Caihcrme the Great. This desp:t 



abolished the office of the Hetman, and set up a pattern for other Rome.nova to 
follow i.e. the crushing of the nationalistic spirit, the stamping ·out of the 
language, the curbing of the speech, press, and separatist movements. The 
last culminated in the outbursts of 1902 an~ 1907. 

In 1917. the Ukrainian ~da demanded "Ukrainian government without 
separation from lblssia." Kerensky' granted en autonoiey but with the overthrow 
of his govemment in Nov.-1917, the Ukraine aeclared herself a free republic. 
Theodore She.bad, in his "Geography of the u. s. s. R~" states ~hat the 
fonnation cf the Ukrainian s.s.R .. was in 1917. A separate treaty with the 
Germans was effected in Feb~ 19_18. Skoropadski became the puppet dictator of 
the pro-German state. When the Central Powers fell, the Germans and 
Skoropadski fle.d the Ukraine, leaving the giant task of defending the cotmtry 
frem variot..s invaders to General Pietlura and the peasants. In 1919 the 
Allies recognized the republic. 

Eventually the Russian Soviet troops overran the territory, and 
except for a brief periol when Kiev was occupied by the Poles in the summer of 
1920, the land was canpletely reunited to Russia. 

La.ck of f'pace does not permit a study of the chaotic ccnditions in 
and about the Ukraine, during the struggle between Denikin and his White ArfI13 
generals and trocps against the Balsheviks, D. S-Haverbeck skilfully describes 
it and the postal issues of the perioc in "Postage Stamps of the lmssian 
Revolution" in the Russ.Am.Philatelist, Vol.2, No.10.· June. As I read it 
memories of the battles in and arotmd my birthplace are awakened and I remember 
vividly the central figures leading their trc,cps on Nikolaevskaya. Ulitza, 
Ekaterinodar. I recall Denikin, Alexeev, Pokrovsq, :Mamontov, and our OWl.l 
Cossack Shk.ure at the head of his regiments, flying a wolf's head with bared 
fangs on the fluttering banners. I remember Kemilov•s guns battering our city, 
Reds and Whitee alternating their control of Bkater~odar, celebrating each 
victory with orgies and executions. 

When the remnants of the White Army evacuated our city on Yar.15 1920, 
and sailed away to the Crimea from the near-by port of Novorossiisk, we knew . 
that the struggle for the Ukraine and the Caucasus was lost. Wrangel' s escape 
from the Crimea in November 1920 confirmed · the fact and destroyed any chance 
of restoring the Rcmanov dynasty. 

Princes of Kiev and later on the hetma.ns and atama.ns of the 
.zaporojtzi (co~sacks of the borderland) carried on their correspondence by 
means of couriers. Very few 09uld write and it fell to the scribe to write 
the letters. Pet hobby of the~e Cossacks was letter Vlriting to the Sultan, 
each missive outdoing the other in the choice of insults. Repin's painting of 
this is reproduced on a recent postage stamp of Russia. 

Influenced by his experiences in the Ukraine while fighting Charles XII, 
Peter the Great reorganized the field post in 1716. This post cooperated with 
the yarna of the empire, also recently altered to reach every section with correct 
service. In 1779 a post was set up between Kherson and Oonstantinopole, as well 



as between Taganrog and the Levant. carrying mail. on government boats. In 17§)9 
a definite Field Post (Pochte.mt) was set up with a canplete staff; this was 
improved further in the War of 1812, and again in the Russo-Turkish War of 1828, 
Ukraine offices figuring in all of this. 

In 1830 a company was formed to carry mail from Odessa to Constantinopole 
subsidized by the government; this however proved unprofitable, and government 
boats resumed the carrying of mail. Internal post between the Black Sea and 
Azov Sea ports of the Ukraine was organized in 1847- When the Russian A.zmies 
stretched across the Ukraine into Moldavia and Wallachia in .the "\Tar· of 1848, 
the field post of the army and the post offices of the Ukraine were extremely 
busy. This was not the case in the Hungarian Campaign• in which the field post 
did not function, and it was the Austrian Field Post that carried the mail to 
the bo.rder of the Ukraine. In 1854, during the Crimean War, the Field Post of 
the Army again functioned, transmitting, by the way, insured mail, and documents 
per ordinary mail tariff to the regular post offices .:if the Ukraineo The 
function of the field post· in subsequent warn was uneventful in this region. 

In 1856 a P.O{\V11 was set up f·cr the Black and Azov Seas and the Levant, 
varrying the mail freeo Levant correspondence grew quickly, and the government 
allowed the company t, keep 25% of the tariff cf'llected on mail in the Black Sea 
ports, wli.ich were mainly in the Ukraine. In 1867 the post in the Black Sea 
ports of the Ukraine underwent reorganization by the Postal Vedomstv0 to include 
all types of mail, not just the 0rdinary. ·· Likewise by the action of the Postal 
Depto 1865 No.92 all postal operations in the Levant were turned over to P.O. 

nMT o, and this of course involved the Ukraine. . Prior to the .fall of the.J,,omanovs, 
all correspondence W::1-S carried free by regularly scheduled ships of PsO.n for 
the government. Study of the port and ship postmarks of the era just discussed 
offers a fascinating field for the collector. 

Top level reorganizations involving the post offices of the Ukraine 
were few. In 1782 Catherine II established the :Malorussian Post Office, with 
many departments of the local governments and postal stations, the latter 
replacing the yamas that were abolished in the previous year. Paul I 
established the Highest Local Postal Upravlenie No.3 called :Malorossiiski, at 

.the :Malorussian Pochtam~. Under this ·were placed kontora.s, expeditzias, and 
field pochtE1mts. · On Oct. 22 1830 Malorossiil!lk Pochtamt was abolished and 
replaced by the·P.O's of the gubernias. Likewise eleven postal okrugs were 
set up, only to be abolished in 1853. Other postal reforms affected the 
Ukraine, just as a'D3 t>ther part of the Empire, and these were discussed under 
respective Czars, Article I, B. J.R.P. At the cl.use of the Romanov dynasty the 
Ulq-ainian city of Kherson led all other cities of the Empire in the number of 
postal establishments or ucherezjdenias, the number being112. 

The Romanov Tercentenary Issue was used extensively in the Ukraine, 
and an excellent forerunner collection can be easily gathered shov,ing the 
postmarks of various cities, small tc.:wns, and villages of the region. One 
must be careful to adhere to the Czarist maps and to the ones 0£ the independent 
Ukraine for the geographic limits of the area, as the Ukrainian s.s.R. differ~ 
from the former two in its borders · on the present day maps. 
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When the Ukrainian Rada decided to overprint the Imperial issues with 
the tridents so as to stop thehuge losses of revenue due to the Soviet smuggling 
in of the Czarist stamps, a very few Romanovs were found on hand. Supplies of 
the Tercentenary Jubilee issue had been returned to the Russian Capital in 1914. 
Thus on August 20 1918 only remainders of the issue were found at Kiev available 
for overprinting. The decision of the Rada was hurried and influenced by the 
crisis, thus the date for the use of the tridents was set for September the 1st. 

At first the stamps were handstamped and overprinted by lithography 
and typography. However D.B.Armstrong states in his book on "Postage Stamps of 
Ukraine" that the handstamping finally proved superior to that done by machinery, 
because the varying sizes of stamps used made t-he job "costly and laborious". 
Wqod, metal and rubber handstamps were used, with black, violet or blue inks. 
In November 1918 a larger trident V'/8.s utilized and a few Romanovs were over
printed. These represented all values of the series, and are quite scarce. 
Armstrong reports an inverted overp;-int of- the 10/7 ~ananov. A brass die was 
used. 

A careful scrutiny of the trident overprints in towns other than Kiev 
does not show the use of the Romanov issue. The Romanovs of the currency type 
likewise failed to · show up with tridents. I am very interested in hearing from 
collectorl;l who may hav~ had a different experience. On June 15 1918 the 
Ukraine did use cuITenci.es but these were designed by the native artist Narbut. 

A.W.Greaves and c.w.Roberts in their excellent books on the "Trident 
Issues of the Ukraine" state that "practically every type of overprint has been 
extensively forged. From sixty to seventy five per cent of all the stamps 
appearing on the market are false". Those who viewed my Ukraine group of 
Rana.novs at the exhibition of the Tercentenary Issue must have seen a complete 
set of them with forged tridents of Kiev. These were bought at an auction from 
a reputable firm in U.S.A. without first seeing the material. 

In the Kiev Type I group in my collection the only postally used 
stamps are the 10/7 and 20/14 violet overprint. There are also the Bx 
varieties, mentioned by Greaves and Roberts, showing the damaged right hand 
corner. The authors state that this was used during the period of the Ukrainian 
Provisional Government under the Sovi~t regime; stamped with various colours of 
inks. Rorneko cat. spec. des timbres-poste de Russie 1927 lists 3,lf-,7,14k and 
1R with violet trident Kiev Type I; as well as 10/7 and 20/14. 

In the Kiev Type II group are found the greater sections of my 
collection. Greaves and Roberts state that only three values were officially 
used, i. e. the 10/7, the 20/14 and the 14 kop. denorninations. Using their 
classification one finds four varieties, the 4D on 20/14, 4F on 10/7 and 20/14, 
4G on 14 and 20 /14 and 4Gg on 1 0 /7 and 20 /14. However they state that there is 
a complete series of overprints of 4Gg on all the Rornanovs in violet, black or 
red. I have the conplete set in question with the higher values mint and used. 
One of these is a mint lower right hand corner margin item authenticated by 
Svenson, another is a used copy, both of the 3 rouble denomination, ·the latter 



signed ·by Svenson and Lissiuk, and it bears the cancellation of Kiev, Nov.2 1919. 
There are also several seldom eeen green overprints. In the Type II Kiev group 
are also the 11f (violet) 10/7 and 20/14 pairs, and strips mint, 11g (violet) 
20 /14 used 11 Gg mint singles r pe. ire, strips of 1 kop. , 2 kop. , and 10/7, as 
well as blocks of four and eight, all authenticated by Dr.Seiohter. 

Befere going into the ministerials, I _would like to state that I have a 
number of lOtVer denominations of Romanovs that resemble t~ Type 11-3A of tbe 
Greaves and Roberts olassificatian, but show an extra extensioo. ·uke a vertical 
"tail from the base cap. After studying the ohe:rt of :falsified overprints, in 
the book by Greaves anc:I Roberts, I :find that I have a :fairly representative 
aroup of the F3,F4,F7,~2,F30, these being the Romanov overprints extensively 
falsified. The authors state that the 4Gg complete series of Romanovs was sold 
to private individuals by a goveznment official rather tmoffioially~ These 
were used fo~ franking letters and their status should be recognized..(U.P.V.) 

The U.P. v. Gennan Sonder-Katalog, Ukraine 1918-1920, speaking of the 
Kiev Rcmanov Issue, lists the fullowing: 1 kop. to 5 roubles, 10/7, 20/14, alJ 
with violet_ overpri.nt, Kiev Type II. Also one finds the .3 rouble value over
printed in black. It shows Kiev I violet 10/7, 20/14, also Kiev II with violet 
overprint in 11d, 1~ 20/14):, 11.f; and 11g on 10/7, and 20/14-

The ministerial overprints, double liners in black or red are also 
listed . showing the denominations that ha:ve _been seen in Germany. They ea-e 
scarce, and I have but eight stamps of this type, the double red ,m 10 kop., 
same on 7 kop., 10/7, 20/14 and 3R- The double black ministerials in my 
possession are the 2 and 10 kop. and the 20/14 and 3R. Sond.er-Katalc,g lists 
the following with black double lined trident: 1,2,3,4,7,10,35,50,70 kop., 
3R-10/7, 20/14 all unused, and the last two u_sed.- The red double lined 
ministerial overprints are: 1,2,7,10,14,15,20,25,35,50,3R. 10/7, 20/14 unused 
and the last two used. All of these :from 10 kop. and up are difficult to 
obtain. 

The entires of the Ukra.ine , showing t.he use of the Romanov issue are 
very interesting, especially if not philatelicall.y mad.e. I have a wrapper with 
a Kiev trid~nt overprint on the 1 kop. RcmanrN, as well as on the 1 k. of the 
Arms type, used for mailing a newspaper from Kiev. Another is a commercial 
cover from the bicycle factory "Strela" of Kiev, with the 10/7, and 20/14 with 
Kiev tri.dents, pos'tmalrked 18-1-19. There is also a cover showing a 50 kop. 
Romanov with a Kiev trident, as yrell as several postcards of 4 kop. Rananov 
type, with an overprint of the trid.ent, enclosed _by a rectangular frame, and 
with a. 10 kop. surcharge. Th• surchar~e is within the :frame, and in the lower 
third. The entire overprint is orud.e, and is ha.ndstamped. One is, very blurred, 
thick, with the surcharge value smeared, another shows a clear surcharge and 
trident, but the frame appears as a double one, probably due to · insufficient 
ink. 

Recently I acquired the 1, 4, 10/7 and 20/14 kop. with a small Kiev 
trident in violet, all cut into at the lower right-hand side of the trid.ent. 
The overprint is quite different from any previously seen and appears to be a 
new type. 
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WR.ANGEL OVERPRlNT ON THE R(J.{ANOV sr.AMP 

When the remnants of the Imperial Army were evacuated by the Allied 
Fleet from the Crimea, 145,693 soldiers found themselves Qn Nov. 15 1920 in 
Constantinopole. They were homeless and under the tottering ccmmand of 
General Baron Peter wrangel. A Poste Restante was organized to take care of 
their needs, and it we.~ in operation At 27 Saguize Agach in Pera district 
until Dec. 1 1920. Imperial stamps were surcharged with a legend and a new 
value. The only Romanov J:ubilee stamp used was the 5 rouble, being the only 
denomination of the series brought · from the Crimea. Very few sheets were 
taken, and thus they a.re extremely rare, especially in the used ,state. Scott's 
catalogue lists the stamp at ~200.00 for the mint copy, giving no quotation for 
the cancelled copy. H.D. $.Ha.verbeck, in Col].ector's Club Philatelist, Vol.No. 2. 
states that the stamp is known used and cancelled with genuine postmarks. The 
mint stamp in my collection is illustrated. 

There were seven types of suroharges used on the Imperial stamps, the 
Romanov stamp being surcharged and overprinted by the first type. It was 
applied by typograpey, and the clich.es were of an inferior grade. Blue colcmr 
was used, and the overprint is seldom ccmplete. This is borne out by 
Messrs.w.E.C.Kethro and P.T.Ashford, in their exceptionally fine book "The Stamps 
of the Russian Refugees' Post". The authors state "Letters . of . the surcharge 
were very be.dly broken, especially at the top. One . is a clear Type, I, but it 
was impossible to classify the other. since the pertinent letters were too 
badly damaged" (Page 24- of their book). 

T~e overprint and the suroharge is in five lines. The first line 
on the tipper half of the stamp is POCHTA ( in Russian), the second line is 
RUSSKOI, the third line is ARMII, all being in Russian capitals, meaning Post 
of the Russian Army. A line of blue separates this from the two lines of the 
suroharge below, that alters the denomination of the stamp. The fourth line is 
20,000 and the fifth line is mJBLE! or roubles in Russian. All of this is 
centrally placed. lly copy shows many broken letters. There is a period after 
"Army". Please see the photo. 

The overprinted Romanov stamp was used to pay the tariff for a registered 
letter over 10 grams, before Jan. 1921. After that date it was used on a 
registered letter up to 10 grams, as the postai rates were raised at that time. 

The postmarks generally seen vary a bit, but average about 40mm in 
diameter, sanewha.t of different thicknesses, possibly due to a rubber stamp used. 
It is usually a large single lined circle. There is evidence of a changeabl~ 
time or date stamp in the middle, or a separate use of· ~- hand stamp for the date. 
The wording on the postmark is bi-lingual. The top third of the circle has the 
Russian name "Russian Post" in capitals (RUSSKAYA POCHTA) the middle third, 
separated by an ornament from the top third, shows the date line with the name of 
the month .abbreviated, and in French. Below this , and separated by another 
ornamental line, is the bottom third., giving the name of the town or camp in the 
Russian language. 
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Inks that were used were black, red blue, violet, green, Violet and black 
were used in Constantinopole. · A double rim type of cancellation was also used, 
this is found on covers used at Cha.taldzha., Kha.lki II, Buyuk Dere, Terapia. 
Messrs. Kethro and Ashford. desc.ribe 'various postmarks in great detail on pages 
36-7 of their book, and lack o: space prohibits an . intensive study of the 
cancellations-. · 

After Dec.1 1920 mail canmunications were set up between Constantinopole 
ana Lemnos; Gallipoli, Kha.lki, and Belg~de, where othe:x.- refugee posts were 
set up. H.D.S.Haverbeck, writing in Collector's Club Philatelist (The Post of 
the Wrangel Army in Turkey) gives an exceptionally fµie presentation of the 
refugee camps, posts and covers used by the emi~s. Posts mentioned by him, and 
no•;, biver~ as yet in this article are as fellow:!: ,Antigona., Be:rnadotte, _Bizerte, 
Cattaro, Khalki I, Camp ie.nn, Proti, Prinkopi, Selimie,. Skutari, Tuzla, Tuzla II. 

. Leurios used a blue or green amoellat_ion, . Biz~rte; . where the mail was · 
serviced by the Russian Voluntee:r· Fleet, used green, Belgrade used violet, 
Khalki used green or 1:lack, Cattaro UHd ·red. 

rn·· 1921 (Jan) Turkish and Allied. g~:~~t..:tnments forced wrangel to disperse 
hi:! fcroes. Thirty thousand soldiers at Lemnos were sent to Vladivostok, the 
others were distanded, .. dri:rtiDg inte w:r ious countries. The Russian Post 
existed until a little later. In April the Turks protested to the Allies that 
this post wal! flaunting the principle cf the Trianon Treaty. Britain, France 
and Italy responded by a note to General Wrangel, setting a deadline for closing 
the poEt no later than June 1st. He complied, and or. that date the Russian Pest 
in Levant ceased to be. 

We wish to acknowledge the generosity of Dr. Salisbury, whr, has 
defrayed part cost of printing and Ulustrations for the above. 
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DATE OF ISSUE OF THE IO!ANOV SERIES 

It is always a.ssumed. that the Romanov Jubilee series was issued c:.n 
1 st January 1913. This is extremely unlikely because the 1 st of January was 
a public holiday and the guide books say that all the post offices were 
closed on that day for the transaction of ordinary business although delivenies 
of letters to addressees were made. There were no collections however, so 
there ·cannot be any 1 st January postmarks. It would be interesting to have 
the observations of Dr. Salisbury or any other member who was in Russia before 
the Revo~xt ion en this point. 

I have a page. of January 1913 pcstmarks en these stamps m my 
collection. They are on most values from 1 k to 70k and they range from 
Archangel to Irkutsk. I have fom:d six stamps with 2nd January 1913 postmarks 
and I con~ider this to be the first day of use. They are mostly St.Petersburg, 
but one is a very clear Riga fully on the stamp. This proves that Riga had 
the stamps at the same time &B otter places and there was no delay, as is 
suggested in the caption to Dr. Salisbury's Riga cover of 21 st February. 
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